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Students Irate Over SAGA

MBOG
Presents

by Peter Davis

by Ken Feinswog
MBOG'S first annual Halloween Weekend will consist of three
of the biggest events of the
semester. Thursday night, the
Board will present a lecture by
Eldridge Cleaver. The former Black
Panther leader will speak about the
changes in. his beliefs and the
Nils Lofgren In concert, Oct. 29
reasons for his views. Admission
for Trinity students is free. The
lecture will begin at 8:00 P.M. in
the Washington Room.
Friday night, October 29,
MBOG presents Nils Lofgren,' in
concert, in the Washington Room
at 8:00 P.M. Lofgren, while only
twenty-five, has been playing by Carl Roberts
music professionally since he. was
President Theodore Lockseventeen, when he was' Neil
wood has formed an" ad hoc
Young's lead guitarist on After the
committee of students, faculty
Gold Rush and subsequent albums.
members, and administrators to
He went on to work with Crazy
study the questions of extracurHorse and then with his own group,
ricular life at Trinity. The average
Grin, released four albums.
Trinity student spends three hours
In 1975, Lofgren released his in class every day. That leaves
first solo album simply entitled Nils twenty-one hours outside of the
Lofgren. The album features Lof- classroom. These twenty-one hours
are the object of the committee's
gren's talents as a guitarist,
pianist, singer and songwriter. investigation.
Rolling Stone magazine called this
In the first meeting, the comalbum one of the best rock albums mittee discussed what direction
of the year. Critical acclaim for this they ,would pursue. Among the
album and his subsequent album issues considered were vandalism,
Cry Tbugh released earlier this apathy, and the lack of campus
year, was overwhelming.
unity. Lockwood said that "the
His live performances are no- essence of the meeting was to try to
thing short of excellent, as exem- assess where the bulk of the
plified in his live authorized problem lies."
In a Tripod interview, Lockwood
bootleg album, released earlier
this year. This album, which is not outlined the three areas the commiton sale to the general public was tee will be investigating. The first
released only to radio stations for is that of physical facilities. Some
dormitories on campus are
airplay purposes.
Nils Lofgren in one of the best crowded, and there are few places
acts that has been to Trinity in where students may gather informany years. It is a concert that is mally. When this situation is
not to be missed. Tickets for Trinity improved, many of the campus'
students are $3.50 and $4.50 for problems will hopefully diminish*
Lockwood referred to the seoutsiders. They are available all
week from 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. in the cond topic of concentration as
Student Government office and "who comes and what happens to
during meals in front of the dining them." The committee will first
investigate admissions to the col;
hall.
Rounding out this weekend, is lege. Then they will question why
the annual Halloween Dance, Sa- subdivisions of students form so
turday night. Admission is $1.00 quickly at Trinity.
The third area of study will be
with a costume and $1.50 without a
costume. Wire and Wood, a band that of student participation in
from Philadelphia will play. Free non-academic affairs. Lockwood
beer and vodka punch will be pointed out that there is apathy
among students. The prime exserved.
ample is the lack of interest in
serving on the Mather Board of
Governors, which plans and executes a variety of activities on
campus. Yet participation in sports
and in some student organizations
is very high.
Behind these concerns lies the
question of defining the college's
role as an institution. "We are not
just a community of convenience,"
Lockwood commented.' 'We have a
particular purpose — education."
He does not think that education
should be limited to the classroom,
but should be present in other
activities of the students as well.
David Winer, dean of students,
said "you shouldn't have to take a
course as a separate unit isolated
from other courses and non-classroom activities." He said he
believes that there should be an
overlapping of one's curricular and
extracurricular experiences.
Gil Childers, president of the

On Wednesday, Oct. 20, an
informal discussion group consisting of Director of Student Services
Dave Lee, Food Service .Director
Jeff Wilson, and students Lisa.
Calesnick, Lindy Lewis, Steve
{Cayman and Jeff Meltzer, met to
talk both about the apparently
growing disatisfaction on the part

Committee Investigates
Non-Academics
Student Government Association,
said he was encouraged by the
committee''s first meeting. "I was
very impressed—and I think the
other leaders were also—by the
amount of concern expressed by
the faculty1 members and administrators for being accessible and
desiring- to improve the non-academic life at Trinity.
There are only three students
on the ad hoc committee, and all
three • are officers of . campus
organizations.. Some may feel that
this does not provide the student
body with enough .of a voice. Yet
there is a way for the opinions of
the majority of Trinity students to
be taken into consideration. Winer
is~ urging students to join the
newly-formed Dean's Student Advisory Committee, which is open to
all students. Winer said he sees it
as a way for those students who are
not campus organization officers to
affect improvements in campus
life.

of the student body with the quality
of the food<snd the service at Saga.
They will conduct a two week
student opinion poll to judge the
overall efficiency of the present
dining area as a whole. The
meeting was prompted by Lee's
receiving, in the past, what he felt
was an inordinate amount of
negative feedback concerning
Saga. The meeting was held in
order to bring to light some, of the
complaints made against the current system and to suggest some
potential solutions to ' these problems. .
Discussion centered around two
areas of concern: improvement of
food quality and its preparation and
improvement of the service and the
facilities themselves.
Long lines and overcrowding
were considered the two leading
drawbacks to the dining system at
present. It was' thought that they
probably contributed more than
anything else to the general
feelings of discomfort that students
had been experiencing lately.
There were also remarks that
the yellow-green lighting in the
dining hall gave the food an
unusually surrealistic appearance.
In addition, the long rows of tables
placed end to. end should be
eliminated and provisions be made
for more intimate dining, such as
two-seat tables. Separators should
be place in the main eating area as
well as in the red room.
Some discussion revolved around the creation of smoking/nonsmoking sections, sections with
piped-in music and sections ^with-

Ptibite Hearing
On Wed. Oct..27
At 4:30 P.M.

In Wean Lounge
To Discuss

Sending $12,000
On A Van For

Siudtnl Us®.

\ , ,

photo by Rick Sager

Mike Ford attended the Parents' Weekend post-game reception tn
the Austin Arts Center, Sat., Oct. 23. Following the reception, he at
in the Mather Campus Center dining hall.

out, sections with dimmer lighting
than others, and the acquisition of
various plants to be. placed in the
dining hall.
As far as overcrowding went,
any rearrangement of the seating
plan for the benefit of people not
backing their chairs into each other
or for private dining, would,
according to Lee, mean losing some
seating overall. One sure way, to
eliminate the long lines and
overcrowding during lunch would
be to reschedule class times in such
a way as to stagger the number of
people coining in during that time.
Although this idea has been
brought up before, it could not be
acted upon until the .following
academic year at the earliest.
In response to the problem of •
improving the service area, it was
acknowledged that the present
set-up is equipped to serve 400 to
600 people comfortable: However,
it is estimated to be actually
serving about 1100 people. In
speaking of the general inefficiency
of the serving area, its being too
brightly lit was cited as troublesome along with two specific
problems: the salad section and
the condiment section. The inaccessability of the condiments
placed far back from the student
are a problem, promoting 'confusion as people reach over other
items to get them and mix things
together in the process.
Also, it is quite difficult for a
worker to get in and replace empty
trays. A long range solution was
brought up situating an area
behind the condiments. where the
worker could change them "without
interfering with the students. Individual toasters were ^mentioned
as-' being faster and more efficient
than the revolving device currently
being used.
A discussion of the salad area
included having two fully equipped ,
salad bars with each item separate
aiorig with a greater selection of
vegetables and a more extensive
(improved!) variety of dressings.
One of these would be placed in
each dining room and would
replace the inadequate salad section now in use. Such 'bars' Would
create more serving space in the
cafeteria, and would benefit those
who wished only a salad and not a
wholemeal.
However, the Student Services
Office has approximately $400 at
present to allocate-to dining-oriented projects. Each of the salad
bars would cost in the neighborhood of $2500. Lee added that if
sufficient interest could be demonstrated on the part of the student
body, then he could go higher up to
appropriate the funds.
It is here that a student attitude
poll could be most productive. It
could factually demonstrate the
interest in such a plan, along with
publicizing opinions on other areas
of improvement. Saga runs a four
week meal rotation. However,
starting today, and running for the
next two weeks, everyone eating in
the dining hall will receive a form
at every meal tb»y attend. This
should give an ample amount of
cont. on page S
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Committee Discusses Van Finance
of interest, as well as small local the price of a bus for this trip and
trips during the week. If the another one later in the year, in
proposal is greeted positively by order to cut down the costs for
the student body and approved by students. Without the subsidy, the
the Committee, Meltzer said he cost of the bus trip would be
hopes the van can be purchased approximately $5 per student, a
and functioning by the beginning of price which committee members
Sterling Hall and Karen Ezekiel
the second semester.
In a move which was somewhat agreed was not exorbitant.
Diane Schwartz came before the
related to the van proposal, the
Committee discussed and subse- Budget Committee asking for monquently turned down a request to ey to pay for the newspaper
partially subsidize the cost of a bus recycling program. In her request
to take students to New York to see for $375. to cover the rental fee for
art exhibits. The request, made by the newspaper bin and the cost of
David Winer, dean of students, transporting the bin to the recywas primarily for the purpose of cling area, she pointed out that all
taking the students in Bard Mc- the money received for the newsNulty's and Judy Rohrer's fresh- papers would be turned over to the
man seminars to" art museums, committee. Presently, old newsincluding the Metropolitan Mu- papers bring $20 per ton, but the
seum of Art. However, the trip price fluctuates. Seth Price made a
would also have been offered to motion that the money be granted,
other students. Winer suggested a emphasizing that the recycling
total allocation of $250 to cover half program was being carried but for a
good purpose. By a 7-3 vote, the
motion passed.
Price, co-editor of this semester's Course Evaluation booklet,
came before the Committee to
request additional money. The
original amount granted, $658.40
was considered enough since the
booklet was printed on the college's Gestetner machine. However, after investigating the mateducation
officials
to
resign
from
Can a president of a university
ter, Price came to the conclusion
also serve as a local bank director? bank directorships and other firms. that the Gestetner would not be
More
than
a
score
of
states
now
No, according to several states
able to produce the booklet in time
which have forced some higher have some form of ethic code to help the students make their
specifying guidelines to govern the
course selections. His request for
conduct of state employees.
In efforts to avoid potential an additional $552 to pay a printer
conflict of interest charges, college to produce the booklet was
and university officers are resign- granted.
ing positions they now hold with
banks, thereby hoping to escape
James F. English, Jr., Chair- public criticism.
Two college presidents in Maryman of the Connecticut Bank and
Trust Company, will become Vice land felt the pressure of the
President for Finance and Planning post-Watergate morality when they
at Trinity College in July of 1977, were forced to 'give up bank
President Theodore D. Lockwood directorships, even though no
announced today. English will conflict had actually been proven.
remain as Chairman of the Board of These resignations resulted frpm
Directors at CBT.
rulings by the state board of ethics.
Take a conservative town, a
In commenting on this appoint- Four chancellors and two-vice- nearby college, an ironclad student
ment, Dr.Lockwood remarked; chancellors in the University of government, an administration that
"Mr. English will bring us valuable Wisconsin system resigned from scares the pants off the school,
experience in supervising our in- similar positions under a code of newspaper, and a campus prostituvestments and in our long-range ethics adapted by the board of tion ring. What've you got? One
'
Financial planning at a time when regents.
more student scapegoat waiting to
colleges need to exercise imaginaWilliam J.D. Boyd, director of a be skewered for hanging on to his
tive and careful management of national clearinghouse for ethic principles. Ned Tolbert could tell
their resources. Trinity is particu- codes explained that it might be you all about it. Tolbert is currently
larly fortunate in having in this beneficial for a college president to facing charges that could lead to
senior position a person so ex- be on a bank board. He said his expulsion form the University of
perienced in investments and. fin- "There he could make contacts the Pacific, a small school in
ance and, through his voluntary with potential financial contribu- Stockton, California. What could he
participation in education, so sen- tors to the institution." But con- Have done to raise such a ruckus at
sitive to the problems facing versely..there's a great deal of this expensive private shcool?
independent colleges and universi- appearance of conflict. The presiWell, last spring, a couple
ties."
dent, if he wished, could decide weeks after he became editor of the
English is a trustee of Connect- which bank gets institutional de- Paclfkan, Tolbert decided to run a
icut College and The Loomis-Chaf- posits and which bank gets to open story that uncovered a campus
fee School. A director of numerous a branch on campus."
prostitution ring, allegedly operIn the interview with The ated by several women who needed
business corporations and charitable institutions in Connecticut, he Chronicle of Higher Education, money to pledge sororities. The
has also served as a member of the Boyd said an actual conflict need reporter, who refused to take a
Connecticut Commission for higher not exist for the public to question a byline, claimed two confirmed
Education, and has recently been president's membership on the sources would verify the accuappointed to the Council on Prior- board of some local bank. "The big satios. The ex-editor, faculty adities and Planning at Yale Univer- point of these things..is to bring visor and editorial board of the
sity. '
potential conflicts to the public Pacificait all agreed that the story
In addition to monitoring the officials' attention so that they'll be should be printed, and so Ned
endowment, English will direct more aware that the public is Tolbert did run the damning article
long-range planning and oversee uptight about these things, and and the natives tried to chase him
development operations at Trinity. justifiably so."
out of town.
He will also serve as liaison, with
Not all agree on the enforcement
He was immediately fired by
the Consortium on Financing of these ethic codes. In Alabama the Student Senate and notified by
Higher Education
faculty members have balked at the administration that his status at
English is a graduate of The efforts to enforce standards es- the school was suddenly uncertain.
Loomis School. In 1949, he received tablished jn 1973'by suing the The Senate then appointed an
his B.A. from Yale University and ethics commission. A court injunc- interim editorial board and unwitthen held a Mellon Exchange tion was obtained which blocked tingly chose the writer of the
Scholarship from Yale to Cam- inforcement of the code and finan- explosive story as editor. That
bridge University in England, cial disclosure requirements. The person soon resigned.
where he received a Masters teachers' chief argument was that
Tolbert cried censorship. "An
degree. In 1956, he completed his it was an invasion of privacy.
upper administrator told me that
LL.B. at the University of 0 >nnectBoyd went on to explain that
icut Law School. English first some states have codes of ethics the story shouldn't have been
joined the Connecticut Bank and which are "too sweeping" in printed, even if it was 100 percent
Trust Company in 1951 and rose to power. These laws may discourage true," Tolbert explained. "He said,
the position of Vice President for some qualified people who do not that our newspaper doesn't run
the Investment Division in 1959. seek personal gain from participat- those kind of articles." Another
Appointed President in 1966, he ing in public affairs. Others have student maintained that the subbecame Chief Executive Officer in codes which may be intentionally stance of the story was never
1969 and Chairman at CBT in 1970. ineffective. "Some of the laws are . denied by the administration. "No
• English.will join the administra- . so cosmetic you could drive a truck . one's really looked into it. They
have no reason to because it would
tion at Trinity on July 1,1977.
through them. If anyone really just damage the school's image."
wants to be unethical they're going
But not everyone takes the
to get around those laws.' - ,
•same viewof Nedis plight. .Rhonda
by Alan Levine
In one of its most expensive
proposals this year, the Budget
Committee discussed the possibility of purchasing a van to be used
by the students for student-run
activities. Because of its cost and
its effect on all students, Jeff
Meltzer announced that there will
be a public hearing on the matter
tomorrow, October 27 at 4:30 P.M.
in Wean Lounge. All interested
students are invited to voice their
opinions about the idea.
The van which is currently
being considered most strongly is a
Dodge fifteen-passenger van with
air conditioning and an AM/FM
radio. The cost, including insurance, gas, and maintenance would
be approximately $12,000. Meltzer
envisioned virtually endless possibilities for the van, including
planned weekend trips to ski areas,
New York, Boston and other points

Do Banks and
Colleges Mix?
English Named
Finance V-P

Silkin To Read Poetry
The noted English poet Jon
Silkin will give a reading of his
poetry at Trinity College in Wean
Lounge on Thursday, October 28,
at 8:00 p.m. The event is sponsored
by the Trinity College Poetry
Center and the public is invited to
attend.
Silkin has published eight books
of verse including "Nature with
Mann" which was awarded the
Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize in
1966. "Out of Battle", a book

about the poets of the FirstWorld
War, was published in 1972, Silkin
is editor of the magazine "Stand"
which he found in London in 1952.
Silkin has visited America several times giving poetry reading
tours. He has held the post of
visiting lecturer at Denison University, Ohio, and also taught at the
Writers' Workshop at the University of Iowa. He was visiting writer
for the Australian Arts Council and
the University of Sydney in 1974.

Hyland and Pretina
Propose Study Program
Professors Michael Pretina of
the Modern Languages department
and Drew A. Hyland of the
Philosophy Department wish to
announce an Intensive Study Program on French Philosophy, Literature and Culture, to be offered in
the summer of 1977 in Cassis,
France. The program will be held
at the Camargo Foundation, located in Cassis, in Southern Frans.
The dates of the program will be
from Friday, June 24 to Mon.,
August 8, 1977. The Camargo
Foundation includes a large library, spacious living quarters for up
to 18 students (plus the faculty
members) and lovely grounds with
a setting on the Mediterranean.
Students will be housed in furnished apartments with complete kitchen facilities.

College Editor
— Faces Expulsion
Brown,' president of Pacific's Associated Students, said that Tolbert
would have been fired anyway,
mainly because he wouldn't comply
with budget regulations. "The
story changed maybe one vote,"
she recalled.
Another source close to the
controversy said that whole there
were budget troubles, it was more
a combination of factors that did
Ned in. "Ned was badly misguided
by the outgoing editor, he was on
the way out anyway," revealed the
source.
Tolbert acknowledges other
tensions, but stands firm in his
belief that the prostitution story
was the catalyst for his firing. "It
was politically expedient for Rhonda Brown to give other reasons for
the firing. It's pretty ridiculous, but
everyone seems to know what
really happened," he commented.
Tolbert stresses, however, that
his dismissal from the Pacifican is
not the important issue. "There's
more at stake here than throwing
an editor off a campus, there's the
whole First Amendment to think
about."
Because of the strong-arm
tactics by the school officials,
Tolbert fears that the Pacifican will
be reduced to a mere social
calendar, devoid of any substantive
material. "Jeez, they've got a rock
group on the front page this
week."
In a few weeks, Tobert will
stand before Pacific's Joint University Judiciary Committee to face
charges ranging from "irresponsible use of the student newspaper"
to "acting contrary to the best
interest of the school." Vowing
legal action against the University
if he is expelled, Tolbert feels that
the administrators "might want to
let the case drift by the wayside."
Even if he's let off the hook,
Ned Tolbert won't forget his crazy
bout with small minds and petty
politics. But then again, he also
knows that these kind of shenanigans never stop-. * - • *» "'- - • »•. ,\

The Intensive Study Program is
an option of Trinity's curriculum
whereby students and faculty may
study a subject as their exclusive
academic project for a semester,
enabling them to concentrate in
that area for several course credits.
Examples of such programs in
the past have included Professor
Hylahd's "Skiing and Being"
program in Vermont, Professor
Lerner's program of political philosophy in Berkeley, California, and
Professor Sloan's program on
Maritime History and Literature at
Mystic, Connecticut.
Pretina and Hyland estimate
the total cost of the program,
subject to changes in air fare and
exchange rates, to be around $1114
per student. This includes tuition,
rent and transportation to and from
France, which breaks down as
follows:
Rent per student at Camargo
Foundation
$271
Tuition
333
Transportation
510
Total
$1114
They estimate that a student will
need a maximum of $500. for food,
pocket money and laundering of
linen supplied by the Foundation.
Although all of these figures are
subject to the fluctuations mentioned above, they feel the quoted
prices are very close to what the
actual costs will be.
Their proposal is to have 18
students come to France to study
jointly with Professors Pretina and
Hyland various themes in French
studies.
The program will carry three
course credits at Trinity. Pretina
and Hyland's overall purpose, in
this intensive study, is to study the
interdisciplinary nature of Philosophy and Literature, to help students to advance in their knowledge and fluency in the French
language, and to bring students
into direct contact with French
culture.
Interested students should contact either Professor Pretina or
Professor Hyland as soon as
possible. There will be an introductory and organizational meeting
on Thursday, October 28, at 4:00
p.m. at 70 Vernon Street, where
they will discuss the program and
make plans for it in greater detail.
All students interested in the
program should be sure to come.
The Trinity TRIPOD1, vol. 75,
issue 6, October 19,1976. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year. Student subscriptions are included
in the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are $12.00
per year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer,Mass.,and published at
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
06106. Second-class postage
paid in Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Advertising rates are $2.00 per
column inch, $35 per quarter
page, $65 per half page, and
$123 for a full-page.
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Election News
Carter Wins Third Debate:

Will He Win Nov. 2?
by Prof. Clyde McKee
To evaluate the substance of
The third and final Presidential each candidate's remarks, the
debate was held on October 22 in analyst must have double vision.
Williamsburg, Virginia. Who won On one level he must observe
and what effect will this event have carefully how well the candidate
on the outcome of the election a responded to the questions asked
week from now? An estimated 80 to by the moderator. But each candi85 million persons watched this date had a unique political stratefinal confrontation and provided gy; specific objectives; and a
inconclusive answers to this ques- "game plan" designed to make up
tion.
for earlier setbacks, advance curAccording to a poll conducted rent position, and offset gains anby the Associated Press, 35 percent ticipated by the opponent in the
gave the advantage to President future. This means the analyst has
Ford, 33 percent favored Governor to deduce what each candidate was
Carter, and 31 percent were attempting to achieve and then
undecided. However, a calculated assess degree of accomplishment
three percent error either way on this second level. It was evident
made the debate an even match. A in the second Presidential debate
telephone survey conducted for and the Vice Presidential debate
Time magazine revealed the folow- that all the candidates were willing
ing results: Carter, 33 percent; to sacrifice technical debating
Ford, 26 percent; undecided, 41 points on the first level to enable
percent. However, in spite of these them to score political points on the
results, there is significant evi- second level.
dence and logic to support the
In the final debate Ford atposition that Carter "won" the tempted to retrun to the strategy,
final debate and put himself in an objectives, and plan that had
excellent position to win the worked so well in the first debate.
election on November 2nd.
He wanted to recapture the offenThe conclusion that Carter gave sive position; to repeat the major
the superior performance in the themes of "America is at peace,"
final debate is based on the "we are making progress at home
application of the same standards and abroad," and "Jerry Ford has
and methods of analysis used to done a good job and should be
evaluate the first two Presidential permitted to stay where he is;" and
debates and the single Vice Presi- to raise major doubts about the
dential debate: 1. Comparison of character, qualifications, experirelative positions at start of debate, ence, and convictions of his oppon2. Substance, 3. Clarity of vision, ent. At all costs, he wanted to avoid
and 4. Style. In each of the earlier a major mistake similar to the one
contests there was always a final he made in the second debate and
question, "Aside from the techni- Senator Dole made in the Vice
cal aspects of the debate, which Presidential contest.
candidate picked up new electoral
As challenger to an incumbent
support from the category of President, Carter had to be innovaundecided voters or reassured tive. He had to continue discrediwavering members registered with ting the Ford administration withthe candidate's party?
out attacking either the country's
Prior to the final debate the political system or the voters.He
candidates were more "equal" had to continue his efforts to
than at any other time during the convince the American people that
entire campaign. Expert and popu- he was more qualified to be
lar opinion had awarded one President than the man who now
debating victory to each candidate. holds this office. Also, he had to
Surveys of popular support indi- continue protecting his flanks from
cated that the candidates were erosion because of attacks from the
drawing even. And the "open" right by Lester Maddox and from
topic of the debate provided each the left by Eugene McCarthy. At
candidate equal advantage. This the. same time, he had to make
means no weighted score was radical changes in both his style
needed to fairly assess relative and degree- of specificity on the
positions.
issues raised by the moderators.

He could not afford to let the
charge that he had been "fuzzy on
the issues" go unanswered; nor
could he perpetuate the image of
an overly aggressive, acerbic frontrunner, who was hitting the
President who was "down."
Carter was helped more than
Ford by the focus and direction of
the questions asked in the filial
debate. All the questions, with one
exception, from all of the moderators dealt with domestic affairs.
And with the very first questions
the President was put on the
defensive by being asked about his
environmental policies, turned-off
voters, and Watergate. When
asked to respond to Ford's refusal
to ask that his "Watergate tape"
be made public, Carter said that he
had no comment. By taking this
magnanimous position, he greatly
improved his image with the
nonpartisan voters.
In the second Presidential debate Carter sometimes avoided
responding jiirectly to questions
asked, using his allotted time to
develop his own major themes: the
need for more jobs, the need to
reorganize the bureaucracy, improve housing, health care, etc. In
the final debate he did a much
better job speaking directly to the
questions asked. For example, he
gave very specific answers to his
proposed foreign policy for Yugoslavia, abortion, revenue sharing,
and gun control. Equally important, he used the questions to
re-establish the credibility of the

record of his administration in
Georgia, an area where he had
been seriously hurt in the first
debate and the Vice Presidential
debate. For the first time the
Governor was able to present a
fairly clear outline of his vision for
what America might be in the
future. In presenting this vision, he
was poised, relaxed, confident, and
statesmanlike. '
Carter should win the election
on November-2nd. He has approximately 173 electoral votes, mostly
from Southern and Border states,
compared to a base of 73 electoral
votes for Ford. Analysis of the 8
"battleground states" - New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio,

Candidates' Sons Blaze Trail

While indifferent to living in the
"I want to see a job for those
White
House, Ford would miss his
who want to work...a bedpan for
those who want to sleep...and father's presidency, "because I
Southern accents we can all like the confidence of knowing
understand...," joked Chip Carter, where this country is going to be."
And Steve Ford, 20, who has
23 year old son of Jimmy Carter, at
an appearance in Seattle, Wash- consistently shunned the spotlight
by retreating to Western ranches
ington, last month.
and rodeos, said that even if. his
At the other end of the country, father lost the election, the family
President Ford's son Jack was would win, since his father would
winding up another sixteen-hour have more free time.
' :
session of pumping hands, making
Still,-the Ford brothers are
economic statements and humoring
small-time politicians, only to face hitting the hustings hard, jetting
the same grueling schedule the from rural to'town to city campus,
greeting thousands of admirers and
next day.
;
hecklers daily, and relinquishing
In an election year that has any privacy they might have had.
focused on personalities rather
Why are they working so hard
than gut issues, it's not surprising to help their father win the
that the families of the respective election?
Friday, October 29, Dr. Clyde cast a ballot. A class representative candidates are playing such a
"I'm campaigning to help repay
said
"We
simply
felt
that
we
McKee's freshman seminar, "Poliprominent role in the quadrennial all the things Dad has done for the
should
do
something
in
the
light
of
tics and Oral Communication," will
political circus.
family," commented Steve, "and
hold a symposium on voting and the large amount of voter apathy
also because he's the experienced
Quite
a
heady
spot
for
a
young
predicted
in
the
election."
the upcoming Presidential election
leader the country needs right
adult
to
be
in,
but
it's
not
all
a
lark
By
presenting
the
policies
of
the
in Boyer Auditorium of the Life
now."
Sciences Center from 2:00 to 4:00 two'major candidates, in a concise for these campaign-weary VIP's."
The President's youngest son is
form,
back-to-back,
without
cam"I just moved into the White
p,m.
often met with tough questions
paign
rhetoric,
it
is
hoped
that
the
House
because
I
had
to
have
a
Members of the seminar will
from college audiences. When
speak briefly on the three major voters will be better informed, and place to live," Jack Ford explained asked about amnesty, at the
hence
vote
for
a
candidate's
record
to
a
Baltimore
Sun
reporter
recentcandidates: Gerald Ford, Jimmy
University of Texas, Ford quickly
Carter and Eugene McCarthy. In and not his advertised image. It is- ly. "The White House is worth replied, "I would hope that, if I
addition to supplying a brief history also hoped that by showing concern doing once, but it gets like seeing were drafted, I,would be a strong
of each man's personal .. back- and instilling a few ideas, people the same movie over arid over."
Ford, 24, has mixed feelings enough person to fight for my
ground, the speakers will discuss will walk the few short blocks to
vote.
..•..-"••
about
being thrown into the country." And to the inevitable
the domestic, foreign (defense) and
ener
The symposium is open to all political whirlwind. He enjoyed query about pot,' Ford answered,
gy 1 Micies of both Ford and
Trinity
students and the general squiring Bianca Jagger and enter- "ji'm not for the legalization of
Carter. They will then describe how
marijuana, but I don't think people
the news media has portrayed each public. In addition, area high taining George Harrison at the should be heavily penalized for
school
seniors
and
their
teachers
White
House
but
complained
of
of the candidates.
trying it."
distorted media coverage.
Also participating in the pro- are being invited to participate.
gram will be party representatives,
* * **;* * )W
in an informal reception to be held ***ic**ic************
after the symposium.
• The symposium was designed
for two reasons. First to give voters
one final chance to examine the
candidates and their policies; second, a last ditch effort to persuade
******
those people not planning to vote to *********1ck**

Seminar Sponsors Symposium

Texas, Florida, Illinios, and California - indicates the Governor
leading in all but one. Equally
important, third-party candidates
are fading and may receive as little
as 3 percent of the popular vote.
There is one key variable which
could change the current political
picture: money. The two candidates used very different strategies
in spending their financial resources. The result is that the
Governor has only $9.3 million left
compared to $18.3 available to the
President. It is possible that a blitz
of the media could bring victory to
Ford, but this observer believes
that Mr. Carter won the election by
winning the final debate.

Faced with the election of
Jimmy Carter, Steve said he would
"saddle up my horse and ride off
into the sunset I guess."
The three adult Carter children,
Jack, Jeff and Chip, have been
working for four years on the
Carter bandwagon, enlisting wives,
relatives and friends for the
crusade to the White House.
Jack, 29, is the most active of
the Carter's sons, repeating a
serious and professional speech at
colleges from C.W. Post in Long
Island to the University of Missouri. He promises spectators that
his father will provide the spiritual
leadership of Kennedy while keeping in touch with the masses.
Speaking to a young audience,
Carter will play up his father's vow
of decriminalizing marijuana.
When a student in New York
City offered Carter a hit off a joint,
a campaign official-quickly pointed
out, "he only exhales."
Chip Carter adds a bit more >
spark to the trail, snappily remarking that as a "young farmer" he
wanted Earl Butz fired, and that his
father never said one bad word
about Lyndon Johnson. Young
Carter holds mock debates in bars,
lets loose the secret that his father
brushes with Crest, and amuses
audiences with lines like, "I want
all Americans to be able to walk
down the street showing their
teeth."
Carter's classic closer to a
whipped up crowd is "We can win
with work, and we'll work to win."
* * * * * * !

NOV.2 ISEIJEGTIO^DATVOTE!
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Stereo 89 Comes To Campus
by Diane Molleson
Trinity's radio station, WRTC
FM 89.3, is undergoing many
changes this semester.
The station is currently being
converted from mono to stereo.
Splitting the channel in two will
add more dimension to the sound,
This will increase the station's
hearing audience, said Phil Bradford and John Grahm, the heads of
the station's technical staff.
The conversion from mono to
stereo is a costly and complicated
process, said Bradford. Practically
all the equipment right down to the
last wire has had to be changed, he
added. The $7,400 needed for this
was raised by selling old equipment. In addition the station
received a donation from an
organization of Portuguese Programmers, called Amplitude, who
annually donate money to WRTC.
The station expects to be
completely converted to stereo by
February.
WRTC has other prospects. A
non-profit production agency will
be using WRTC's equipment and

staff to make public service announcements for other non-profit
organizations such as the Peace
Training Foundation and The Sierra Club. The object of this is to help
these, non-profit organizations, and
to improve the qualityof non-profit
radio service to Hartford, said Jim
Wilson, the producer of this

Grad Program Gets OK
The faculty of Trinity College on
Tuesday (Oct. 19) voted unanimously to approve major procedural steps by which four Hartford
colleges would offer cooperative
graduate programs. The four are
Trinity, the Hartford Graduate
Center, St. Joseph College, and the
University of Hartford.
The purpose of such increased
coordination of graduate studies is
to improve services, to add to
services, and to operate more efficiently. It is estimated that the four
institutions now offer instruction at
the graduate level to more than
three thousand members of the
greater Hartford area annually.
The plan being submitted to the
four institutions was drawn up by a
Graduate Planning Group with
financial assistance from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving.
The Planning Group included one
faculty and one staff- member from
each college, assisted by outside
. consultants and colleagues. The

terms of the Hartford Foundation
grant specify that a final report be
completed by January, 1977.
The general recommendations
approved by the Trinity faculty
include those on administrative
arrangements, curricular arrangements, and implementation of
curricular cooperation.
, The plan suggests three types
of curricular arrangements among
the cooperating institutions. An
elective supported degree, in which
institutions not offering a degree in
a discipline or area of study would
provide electives t6 students of an
institution that does offer such a
degree. An elective-exchange program, in which two or more
separate degree programs decide
to exchange electives among one
another to strengthen their separate programs. A joint program,
where two or more departments in
a discipline, or interested faculty
from departments in different
disciplines, plan a program together from the ground up.

program.
In addition, plans are being
made to produce 30-60 minute
programs about these non-profit
organizations, said Wilson. People
from these organizations who are
working "to improve the quality of
life" are being interviewed by the
WRTC staff, he added.

collegiate conferences concerning
world affairs, the newly founded
club went on to win a High Honor
Delegation Award for their mock
representation of the Phillipines at
the Harvard Model United Nations
in.March of 1975. In the interim,
the WAA has consistently worked
to provide the Trinity community
with a forum for discussions on
international affairs through the
organization of debates, discussions and lectures.
The Association's immediate
objectives include participation in
the Smith Model Security Council
followed by the Duqesne University
Model Security Council in January
of 1977. Later in the spring, they
hope to once again represent
Trinity at the Harvard Model U.N.
and another model U.N. held in
New York City.
The WAA's long range of goals
include the organization of a series
of nine debates on topics of international importance. Also of interest to the group is the creation Of
a mock international court.

Trin
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Students Enroll In Jelly rolls
REGIONALISM ROUNDUP:
Ever hear these phrases? Throat,
jellyroll, gut, cake course, or
bookin'?
These expressions and countless others inundate the conversations of college students all over
the country, from the Grand Coulee
Dam to the Capitol.
Here's a few examples:
Throat- (Northeast) Someone
who is always studying, who knows
the date, of the big exam before the
teaching assistant, who fills out
grad school applications for grins,

and for whom an A-minus is not
good enough.
Gut- (Northeast) Any course
that requires a minimum to get by.
Jocks and derelicts are known to
scoop up every gut available.
Usually, one need only show up for
exams, since the lectures are
strictly superfluous. "Physics for
Poets" and soft-core sciences like
Astronomy and Meteorology can
usually be counted on to be fat
guts.
Synonyms: Jellyroll (Texas) and
Cake Course (Michigan).

Hosts Meeting

work abroad for periods of up to
eighteen months.
The students arriving at Trinity
Students representing each of
AIESEC's twenty Northeast Re- will attend a series of lectures,
gional Committees will gather at meetings and seminars designed to
Trinity, November 12-13 for the., help them operate more efficiently
first Local Committee Presidents' as the head of their local chapter.
Conference ever held in AIESEC- Peter Bielak and Charley Bathke of
US history. AIESEC, the inter- AIESEC-Trinity have been organinational organization of students in zing the conference and hope it will
economics and business, has chapters on college campuses through- |
out the U.S. and in 54 foreign
countries. Its primary function is
the operation of an exchange
program whereby students may
By Gale Simon

strengthen the chapter's position
as a innovative local committee.
"This is the first time that AIESEC
presidents will be able to engage in
a direct exchange of ideas and we
hope it proves beneficial," commented Bielak.
Anyone interested in learning
more about AIESEC contact Peter
Bielak, Box 673.

AUTHENTIC FRENCH CREPES

Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING LD. CARD

THE CIVIC CENTER
LONDON
CENTER
ITHACA
COLLEGE
A CHANGE OFraiSPECTlVE
snnr m

» SEMESTH OI m i

IN TW K M T IF ENGLISH OH.THK
. WITH H U M * nOFESSOK JNO
U N n i l I I M U CIILIEISE CtEDIT
COURSES: Literature, History. A n
History, Drama, Education. Music.
Politics,
Psychology.
Sociology,
Business Administration Irom the
British point of view. Courses are
designed to maximize the benefits
of the Program's location in London
and the United Kingdom.
TRIPS: Visits to museums, galleries,
schools.'theatres, social and political instilutions comprise an integral
part of the Program.
FOR MORE INFORMATIONflbou!
Spring 1977 and Fall 1978. contact-

H K Director of Foreign Stntty, Mutler 218
ITHACA COLLEGE
tttiaca, Kurort 14850

WAR ADVANCES
AROUND US
What will bring
World PEACE?
PRAYER
WRITE TO US and LEARN How
P.O. BOX 681
• Hartford, Connecticut 06106

STAGE ONE
HEADSHOP

522-2209
HOURS:
TUES. WED.
10-8
THURS, FBI. 10-9
SAT 10-6

.'V*.1.'

*- r

AIESEC

BELMONT
MUSIC SHOP

163 Washington Street

IKTUttS ACE
B0RW6, BUT
H6T2 TESTS
ARE A BISKS,

YOUR ASS
OFF/

WAA Plans Mock UN
November 12, 13, 14, the Trinity
College World Affairs Association
will participate in the Smith
College Model Security Council.
Representing Trinity will be Ed
Petrie, Marc Pearlin, Bob Hilgendorf, and Conrad Meyer. Current
topics of international import, such
as South Africa and the Middle
East, will be the subjects discussed.
This Bicentennial year marks
the second anniversary of the
World Affairs Association. Organized early in 1974 by students
interested in competing in inter-

TAKEHEK-HFR

HfiV MAN, OONT
/ »BfLL

~N * Indian Jewelry
#Woodcarvings
*Stainglass
*Custom-Made
Silver Jewelry
*Leathergoods

*Macrame
Shirts
# Gifts
# jeans
*plants

Open H-IOpm

92 New Britain Ave.

247-7684
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"New" Cleaver Speaks At Trinity
by Larry Papel

and foes. The same man who in
1968 said ' 'I say it to racist America
Thursday, October 28, the that if every voice of dissent is
Mather Board of Governors Lecture silenced by your guns, by your
Committee will present a lecture by courts, by your gas chambers, by
Eldridge Cleaver in the Washing- your money, we'll know that as
ton Room ct 8 p.m. Cleaver is a long as Eldridge Cleaver is afoot,
poet, an essayist, an author and you have an enemy in your midst"
also a former leader of the Black is now saying things such as this:
Panther Party.
"With all of its faults, the
In 1968, he was parolled from a American political system is the
California prison after serving nine freest and most democratic in the
years of a fourteen year sentence world. The system needs to be
for a 1958 conviction for assault improved, with democracy spread
with intent to kill. That same year, to all areas of life, particularly the
Cleaver was implicated in charges economic. All of these changes
stemming from a shoot-out bet- must be conducted through our
ween the Black Panthers and the established institutions, and people
Oakland police force. Cleaver did with grievances must find political
not believe that he could expect his methods for obtaining redress."
share of "due process of law" in
This new philosophy which
the California courts, so he jumped Cleaver has brought back from his
his $50,000 bail and left the years in exile is certainly a far cry
country. Since then he has lived in from the institution toppling idealCuba, Algeria, and France, but last isms which he and his Black
November he surrendered to Fed- Panther, leftist compatriots so
eral authorities in the United States blatantly projected just one decade
and is now awaiting trial on the ago. Why has this "new Cleaver"
charges from which he fled eight come back? Some critics accuse
years ago.
him of having made some type of
Cleaver's appearance on the a deal with the government. Many
American scene has brought mixed feel that he has betrayed a noble
reactions from both former friends cause for which he used to fight

valiantly. There is much distrust,
and even hatred, towards Cleaver
from those who idolized him for so
long.
There are those who know him
and believe that Cleaver's return
from exile and his new philosophy
are a manifestation of knowledge
gained in seven years of exile from
his own country. One person close
to the former Black Panther has
remarked that "Cleaver has to
function where he thinks he could
make a difference, at least eventually. There is no such place for him
but here. First, because he is a
black American. Alien here, but a
hundredfold more alien anywhere
else. And second, because I do
believe that his empirical knowledge, gained in exile, of authori-

tarian states further made it
impossible for him to do anything
but come home. Cleaver is one,of
the most stubborn practitioners of
free speech I know. He needs the
climate here, however polluted, in
order to breathe."
Whether one agrees with, or
even understands, Cleaver's motives for returning to the United
States, they are nevertheless of
interest to all of us. Cleaver will be
on the Trinity Campus all day this
Thursday. He will be eating lunch
and dinner in the Mather Hall
Dining Room—all who wish to join
him are invited. He may also visit
one or two classes during the day.
At 8 p.m., he will speak to and
answer the questions of all those
who go to the Washington Room.

Eldridge Cleaver to speak at Trinity

Mhlambiso Criticizes Kissinger
by Mac Margolis
developed and enforced by South Blacks, coloreds and other nonAfrica to control the affairs of white Africans are being sold
Late last Wednesday evening,
Oct. 21, a small group of people several other countries in the beverages containing a chemical
gathered in McCook Auditorium to subcontinent. Economically, politi- ingredient which renders males
hear Thlami Mhlambiso, a repre- cally, and culturally the Republic sterile. At the same time, the
has effectively dominated an area ruling party has appealed to all
sentative of the African National
Congress, discuss the most recent far exceeding its territorial boun- white, adults • that "happiness,
developments in the escalating daries. In this light, proposed Mr. prosperity and harmony" are obsouthern African crisis. The small Mhlambiso, Kissinger's concen- tained through large families. This
size of the audience was due to the tration on the "problems" in is nothing short of genocide,
fact that Mhlambiso had been Rhodesia and South-west Africa is asserted Mhlambiso, and must be
delayed for two hours by torrential not only skirting the main issue but resisted by all South African
rains and an emergency meeting of instrumental in maintaining the peoples.
the United Nations security council present government of South AfMhlambiso went on to explain
in New York City. Mhlambiso had rica.
the current status Of the resistance
spoken at Trinity last spring,
Mhlambiso said that there is movements in southern Africa.
during the then volatile conflict in really nothing new in the United Invoking the history of the African
the former Portugese colony of States' "New Africa Policy." Kis- National Congress (founded in
Angola. Since that time he has singer's diplomacy today is nothing 1910), he explained that the
maintained an exhaustive itinerary but an echo of the notorious liberation struggles today are not
of lectures, symposia, and UN Memorandum 39 of the Nixon era spontaneous eruptions. Rather,
meetings all over the United which stated nearly a decade ago these movements are the result of a
that the United States "has confi- long and continuous process of
States.
Mhlambiso's talk, entitled dence in the staying power'' of the resistance on the part of several
Which Way South Africa?, was white minority regime. The consis- generations of African people.
really an historical analysis of the , tency of U.S. policy is well Mhlambiso asserted that these
current conditions and the status of Illustrated in the fact that the actions will continue. "The people
the liberation struggle in the American government is supplying are not fooled by the manipulations
southern African region. Criticizing the uranium for South Africa's of Kissinger and the Western
the media's coverage of the nuclear reactors, tut, more than powers."
Finally Mhlambiso made an
situation in the sub-continent, this, the United States has agreed
Mhlambiso asserted that the real to allow domestic financiers to appeal to the audience and all
issue is not ultimately the fate of guarantee the French loan to South aware and concerned allies of the
by which these reactors are liberation struggle. He cited a few
Zimbabwe's (Rhodesia) or Nam- Africa,
being built.
ways in which people could actively
ibia's independence. However imWithin South Africa itself, the contribute to the movements in
portant the developments in these
two regions, the problems there are repression of the African peoples is southern Africa. Several students
merely symptomatic of what lies at also heightening. The revolts in in Canada have raised enough
the heart of the southern African Soweto, and many other townships money to buy two landrovers and
are indicative both of a widespread muchneeded supplies. Mhlambiso
conflict.
. The root caus^e—the lynch-pin political consciousness of the peo- offered this as one in a wide range
in this whole mechanism of op- ple and increasing brutality on the of activities that could be underpression—is the Republic of South part of the white government. taken by; all those concerned with
Africa itself. Part of the longevity Mhlambiso described,the govern- the freedom of southern African
of this racist regime, according to ment inaugurated "program of , peoples. (For information on the
activities Mhlambiso proposed, see
Mhlambiso, is due to the highly birth control" as one of the,most Mohammed
Jibrell or Jim Miller).
insidious
tools
of
oppression.
integrated system of dependency,

SAGA To Be Surveyed
cont. from page 1.

feedback on tue Saga menu as well
as determine interest in certain
improvements in the facilities. The
sheet will be collected where the
trays and silverware are dumped.
Figures from forms collected
from today through this Friday wil!
be printed in next week's Tripod.
They will give a preliminary
indication as to where majority
interest lies and as to how many
students will be taking the poll
seriously. Lee added that he
believed the poll would be accurate
enough to tell the crank forms from

the serious ones, enabling him to
eliminate the former. He urged
that all students who wish to
improve their dining facilities
should fill out the form seriously as
it ultimately is to their advantage to
do so.
The meeting did not serve to
state solutions to long-range problems such as lines and overcrowding as much as it brought these and
other complaints into open discussion so that answers could be
compared. It is hoped that the
survey will provide the needed
information to determine what the
whole student body really feels.
Lee said that he would use as
many funds as possible towards
bettering the eating situation at
Mather, and would ask for more
money in relation to' what the
student demand was. Another
similar meeting is planned for
some time in the future and
perhaps, by then, we will be able to
see some substantial improvements.in the dining hall.

Voters MayRestrict Nukes
Despite heavyweight opposition, environmentalists across the
nation are optimistic that voters in
some states will ratify stringent
safeguards aimed at preventing
nuclear accidents.
Citizens in Ohio, Colorado,
Washington, Arizona, Oregon and
Montana will vote this November
on ballot initiatives that would
require a review of safety measures
at new nuclear power plants. Under
these proposals, new plants could
be built only after receiving
approval from state legislatures.
Proponents of nuclear fission
argue that the measures would be
an "unwarranted interference" in
the country's drive for self-sufficiency in energy.
The environmentalists contend
that the existing plants constitute a
health threat. They say that the
highly lethal waste products create
d in nuclear power facilities
cannot be permanently contained
b
y any present method of storage
or dumping. Among the waste
products are radioactive substances that remain dangerous for
thousands of years.
"How can anyone say that they
are sure we can protect people from
these substances for centuries to
come," said a spokeswoman for
Oregonians for Nuclear Safeguards. "How can we know that
the U.S. government is going to be
around for hundreds of years to
guarantee safety...I think the pub' nning to realize that for

their own safety and the safety of
their children and their children's
children, they've got to dp some-1
thing now before there are power
plants in or near every major city in
the country."
Opponents of the ballot proposals argue that the conservationists' worries are mostly imaginary.
Coloradans Against Amendment Three say that nuclear wastes
are manageable and that the
amendment would cutback energy
production and raise utility rates.
The group also points out that no
fatality has been proved caused by
a nuclear accident.
All the nuclear initiatives under
consideration are very similar.
They require legislative review to
determine that safety systems in
nuclear plants have been successfully tested on operating reactors
and that there are safe methods for
the disposal of wastes. The owners
of the facilities would also have to
assume full financial responsibility
for tha consequences of a mishap.
Some of the ballot proposals
would also require that public
hearings be held before the legislative action.
"There's tremendous concern
about nuclear plants in California
and the West," said Rich Morgan
of the Environmental Action Foundation in Washington, D.C.
"Movements have sprung up in a
number of states, and sooner or
later one of these proposals is
going to pass."

Price Is Right ForFree Universities
by Jeff Sorensen
Students are attracted by "the
With courses like "Raising informality, the shortness of the
Catfish in a Barrel" and "Be Good classes and because the price is
to Your Back," the nation's 200 right," said Sandy Bremer of the
free universities provide classes Open University in Washington
that most colleges wouldn't dream D.C.
Staff workers at free univerof offering.
Every year hundreds of thous- sities report that the classes usually
ands of people, enroll at free cost between $5 and $15, although
universities, which offer classes some are priced at $100 and a few
,
without the burden of grades or cost nothing.
Most free university students
credit. These alternative schools
specialize in unorthodox subjects are young (between 25 and 40),
that traditional universities ignore. single, professional people with
What we're doing is getting college degrees, according to Breback to the oldest, most basic type mer. The majority have some backof education, where instructors are ground in academic classes so they
people who want to teach arid come to a free university looking
students are people who want to for something different. Seminars
learn," explained a spokeswoman on yoga and sexuality are particufor the Experimental College in larly popular with this group, she
Seattle, Washington. "We're try- noted.
ing to get away from the preoccuOther free university staffers
pation with teaching certificates report that classes on astrology,
and degrees and move towards meditation, personal problems,
learning for enjoyment.
' women's studies, health and arts
Free university courses are and crafts are well attended.
usually taught in the homes of Instructors are generally free to
teachers, who are paid little or select any subject for classes—
nothing for their work. The instruc- from traditional literature to witchtors generally aren't required to craft, flute making or gardening.
"Free universities have moved
have a teaching certificate or even
from a campus phenomenon! to a
a college degree.

community-oriented adult educar
tion program," explained Bill
Draves, coordinator of the Free
University Network. He added that
although free universities are commonly considered as dying remnants of the '60s, the free
university movement is actually
much stronger now than ever.
"There may have been 300 free
universities about five years ago,
but many of those were sporadic
efforts," Draves said. "Today's
free universities are stronger and
offer more classes to more people." In fact, some free schools
have larger enrollments than state
universities. For example, 16,000
annually attend the Experimental
College in Seattle, and 14,000
attend the University for Man in
Manhattan, Kansas.
The first free university opened
its doors in 1964 in Berkeley,
California and the movement
spread rapidly during the late '60s.
' 'AH these schools w re located on
campus, but since 1971 we've been
moving off campus. In fact, fulltime students don't always have a
lot of time for these courses...so
we've seen an explosion in adult
learning.'' Draves commented.
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Editorial
Trinity Energy Conservation:

Waste Not...

Winter is just around the corner. Each year, accompanying the seasonal falling
of leaves and temperatures is the need for more efficient and economical heat. This
year, for reasons that will become Clear in both the near and distant future, the
Trinity community must make every effort to conserve Its available energy.
Trinity consumes about 900,000 gallons of petroleum fuel annually. Last year
the price of number six oil, which is the principle fuel used throughout the campus
central-heating plant, cost approximately $13.35 per barrel. This whiter the figure
will undoubtedly climb higher. As for electricity consumption, the College usually
averages around 600,000 KWHBS (kilowatt hours) per month. This September
however, Trinity gobbled np 748,800 KWBDRS of electricity which is the highest
monthly amount used so far in 1976. '
•
.
The need to wisely utilize our energy resources Is obvious. First, on a global
scale, it has become increasingly evident that mankind's petroleum reserves are by
no means inexhaustable and until a practical substitute is found, we all must
moderate our use of what Is available. Second, on an endemic level, because of the
greater electrical demands placed on Trinity by the large Incoming freshman class,
we must all do our part hi cutting down owe individual consumption. Third, because
of both rising fuel prices and a limited budget, the school needs to maximize its
utility at niiiiiumum cost.
In recent years, the College has taken some commendable measures towards
meeting these needs. Two years ago, Buildings and Grounds embarked on a
campaign to install consolidated automatic controls on all heating and air
conditioning systems across the campus. So far, these measures have Included
replacing the old manual heat-control valves of Northam and Jar vis with automatic
control devices designed to stabilize whiter room temperatures at roughly 68
degrees. Last summer, the College installed high quality fiber glass Insulation hi
Jarvis, Cook, Woodward, and 90-92 Vernon Street. The function of this Insulation Is
basically to keep the heated ah* hi and the cold air out.
Additionally, hi an effort to reduce heat waste, the College has recently Installed
time clocks on the fresh-air exhaust units throughout LSC, Ferris, and other college
buildings. Since energy conservation was not of concern when these buildings were
erected, fresh air was needlessly circulated throughout these structures around the
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clock at full capacity hi order to accommodate a Ml capacity crown Inside. With
these new time clocks, the fresh air Is circulated only during certain hours when the
buildings are at peak utilization.
The TRIPOD applauds the measures which the College has undertaken hi the
area of energy conservation on campus. However, Trinity must not rest on her past
laurels. This year, B & G should continue Insulating those buildings which have
high degrees of heat loss, such as Seabury. Also, thermostat sensory devices are
needed in certain parts of the older buildings such as the Cook dormitory stairway,
which uncontrollably squanders too much heat during the whiter months.
The Administration should also seriously consider redesigning the unpractical
temperature-control system of McCook Math-Physics Center. McCook was frugally
constructed in 1963 with an environment-control unit unfit for school use. At any
one tune, the building is only capable of being either heated or air conditioned, and
the tune required to change one operation to the other is two days. Each fall and
spring, when the building is most active (with the beginning of classes hi
September and the administering of exams in May) its temperatnre control system
fritters away fuel while discomforting its occupants because of its inability to adapt
to outdoor temperature changes. This October for example, B & G turned off the air
conditioning and turned on the heat with the anticipation of colder weather. When a warm spell followed this arbitrarily determined "switch over" date, heat continued
to be wastefully produced and the building's users needlessly suffered. Certainly,
the price of a new energy-conserving system for McCook would amount to less in
the long run than the cost of the present one In terms of oil and aggravation*
The responsibility of reducing Trinity's energy consumption lies with the
individuals of the community as well. Valuable conservation measures for the
winter include lowering individually controlled thermostats to 68 degrees, taking
shorter hot-water showers, turning off lights and electrically powered appliances
when not In use.
Trinity has reduced her fuel consumption by approximately 10 percent each year
since the Arab oil embargo of 1973. This was accomplished primarily through the
voluntary efforts of the college community. Let's maintain this trend hi 1976 and
work together to minimize costly wastes of our limited resources.
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they still had and have and inflated
crime rate of stabbings and muggings. In the fact of this unpleasant
reality, Columbia has managed to
sustain itself as a viable, autonomous and highly respected academic institution.
These observations show us
that in spite of the changing community Trinity could maintain its
viability as an institution. But does
Trinity or any of us want to witness
a restaging of the events in the
style of Columbia? Aren't we really
addressing not the survival of the
institution but the quality of Iife,-or
that very survival in the all-inclusive community? It is in the
interest of Trinity College to work
with the community at large to
The topic selected was combring about improvement in the
munity, broadly speaking, and the
quality of. living of the people
emphasis focused not on theorizaround us. In a sense, we're all in
ing but, rather, on specific probthis together with regard to avertlems at hand. There was great
ing the potential hardship that we
concern about Trinity's relations
might otherwise have to bear.
with the Hartford community, and
What is Trinity's policy in light of
especially, the surrounding areas.
this point? It is my intention to
The fact of the deterioration of the
pursue this and other questions at
living conditions of the immediate become today, Columbia became these meetings and to share my
community is not concealed to any more self-contained and super-sec- impressions with the Trinity comof us who are cognizant of its urity conscious. And, to be sure, munity.
Sincerely,

To the Editor:
It is important to relate to the
members of the Trinity College
community what the students, who
attended the dinner for Fellows at
the President's house last Thursday evening, discussed and chose
as the most urgent matter to dwell
on in our successive meetings
together. What makes this worthwhile to hear is, firstly, that an
interdisciplinary gathering of people with diverse personal characteristics arrived at a common
ground on a topic to be pursued.
Secondly, that it might have direct
bearing on the Trinity College
community itself and on ways in
which it could be improved.

degenerating Housing, rising unemployment and sky-rocketing
crime rate. It has been impossible
for Trinity to remain impervious to
these dimensions of the changes
taking place around us.
Reported or unreported, there
are rapes which occur here and
perhaps some of the vandalism and
harassment may be accounted for
in this way. Living only one block
from Trinity campus, I was one of
several tenants in my building who
were frightened to death about
being burned alive in a fire whose
cause was determined to be arson.
Trinity recognizes these realities
but what of its response, at least in
the instance of rape, of increasing
its security force? Is it adequate?
Changing neighborhoods
around reputable academic institutions is nothing new and surely not
particular to Trinity. At least in the
cities, it seems to be more the rule
than the exception. Columbia University is a case in point. As the
community around it declined and
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Commentary
Dwarin Dances Delightfully
by Marc Blmnenthal

ulary;" we naturally express ourselves with a wide range of basic
The Goodwin Theatre of the movements. There are two exAustin Arts Center was transfor- tremes to this movement: relaxed
med on Tuesday night, October 19 and tense. These polar extremes
when Judy Dworin, assistant prof- are not the only contrasts in human
essor of dance and director of the movement. Movement is also eithprogram in dance at Trinity gave er sustained or quick and involves a
the fifth Horizons presentation. direct or indirect attitude in space.
Dworin spoke and performed to the Everyone has a natural affinity
topic, "Are You Dancing Without toward each of these extremes.
Knowing It?" Goodwin Theatre
Improvisation, says Dworin,
was filled to overflowing. Dworin places primary emphasis on the
was ably assisted by Bill Horowitz, personal creative decision. It is an
of New Haven, on guitar.
emphasis on one's own movement1
Dworin began the evening vocabulary. As we are in constant
almost immediately with audience flux, improvisational dance is a
participation. Dividing the specta- learning process dealing with the
tors-turned-participators into four sequence of movement changes.
groups, she ran the group through
Dworin stressed the importance
a routine of ordinary every-day of the natural aspect of improvisamovements. With Horowitz in the tion. She quoted a Chinese saying,
Photo by Rich Sager
Judy Dworin performs at last background, Dworin demonstrated "If you wound or harm what is
Tuesday's Horizons presentation. the role of natural movements natural, then you loose what is
dance.
real."
Improvisation in performance is
According to Dworin, we are all
endowed with "movement vocab- crucial. It changes the standard

Mellon
Clarification

The TRIPOD regrets the unfortunate nature of the article appearing in the issue of October 19,1976
reporting on the Mellon Colloquium held on Thursday night,
October 14, 1976. At the colloquium, Dr. Samuel D. Kassow, associate professor of history, spoke on
"Marx and the 19th Century."
Kassow did not then and does
not now condemn Marx. Kassow
feels that Marx, the 19th century
journalist and social/political commentator, was at heart a democratic revolutionary opposed to the
Blanquist tradition, not the villainous proto-totalitarian that many
contemporary critics claim he was.

photo by Rick Sager

Independence in
by Tracey Wilson
Today John Vorster's policy of
separate development for blacks
and whites comes to fruition with
the establishment of the Transkei
as an independent nation. Independence has little meaning with
repect to the Transkei, howe.ver. In
essence, the Transkei will neither
be independent politically or economically from South Africa. Instead
it will become a reservoir of cheap
labor for South Africa much as
Lesotho and Swaziland are today.
During the 19th century, the
agricultural and pastoral people
who inhabit the Transkei, the
Xhosa tribe, were corralled onto
smaller and smaller amounts of
land by the land hungry white

settlers. Though they held their
ground for several decades, the
increasing circumscription resulted
in population pressure and rapid
soil depletion of the remaining
land. Many blacks were thereby
forced out of their homeland and
into the growing diamond and gold
mines. Withoug the resources of
land and fertile soil the Xhosa
became increasingly more dependent on the whites in the mines and
in the cities, less and less able to
control their own destiny.
The Transkei, an area about the
size of Switzerland, was chosen by
the South African government in
1959 to become the first tribal
homeland to gain independence. It
was chosen over 8 other tribal
Bantustans for a number of reas-

The audience participates in "dance improvisation'
relationship between performer Dworin demonstrated hejr art at
and audience and establishes a the conclusion of the evening.
very special type of communica- There seemed to be a very special
tion. It creates less formal spaces atmosphere among those present.
and the audience truly participates Dworin's prior description of that
in the performance. Everyone which is important to improvisation
becomes lost in the action taking was fulfilled completely in the
place.
magic of her movement. Dworin
Exactly this occurred when finished to a standing ovation that
truly appreciated her talent.

Transkei

ons. The land held by the Africans
was compact—it was non crisscrossed by white-owned land like
most of the others. Its population
density was so great that there was
no risk of the Transkei becoming
economically independent. It also
had a tradition of African participation in administration.
These three factors have played
very readily into the hands of the
South African government. Today
the South African government
subsidizes 83% of the Transkei
national budget. There is no sign
that this will be reduced in the near
future. Politically, the "independent democratic government", as
promoted by the South African
government in a $500,000 worldwide campaign, is a mockery. Chief

Kaiser Matanzima, leader of the
Transkei since 1959, and Prime
Minister of the present government, will head a Parliament of 75
appointed chiefs and 75 elected
chiefs. The 75 appointed chiefs
were chosen by the South African
government. One month before the
election of the 75 representatives
and of the Prime Minister, Matinzima sent his security police out to
arrest all of his principal political
opponents. He was successful:
there will be only one member of
the political opposition in the ISO
member Assembly. U
The rest of the world seems to
understand the problems with the
Transkeian independence. Only
one country will recognize it as the
Continued on page 9

More Letters
Comments
Anyone?
To the Editor:
In a recent article Marc Blumenthal characterized the Horizons
Program as "perhaps the most
popular broad-range lecture series
in the history of Trinity College." If
numbers of attendants are the sole
yardstick, he is probably right.
There has been no other program
since I have been at Trinity that has
consistently drawn audiences' of
400 or more, and before that time
the college was far too small to
sustain audiences of anything like
that size.
However, audience size is certainly not the only appropriate
measuring stick, and before making any recommendation as to
whether the Horizons Program
should be continued in the academic year 1977-78, I should like to
hear what various members of the
Trinity community think about the
Program. May I suggest that
persons having opinions about
Horizcis either get in touch with
me or write letters to the Tripod.
When the Program was first
contemplated, there was a good
deal of discussion about its potential merits. The point was made
that the various talks would
themselves be of intrinsic interest,
ft was also hoped that the talks
might help students choose subjects of study by offering samples
of the kind of thinking that charac
terizes the various disciplines at

Trinity. It was further anticipated opinions about the Horizons Prothat the Program might encourage gram will make them known.
Sincerely,
more interdepartmental exchange
J. Bard McNulty
among faculty and students and
(Professor of English and
that it would bring students and
Director of the Horizons Program)
members of the wider' Hartford
community together. It was also
believed that the Program might
produce some unforeseen dividends, as in fact it has. Connecticut To the Editor:
Public Television is currently tapThe most recent Mellon Colloing a series of interviews with quium, "Marx and the 19th
lecturers in the Program.
Century," was, unfortunately,
On the other hand, doubts have poorly summarized in last week's
been expressed about several Tripod. The basic feature of the
aspects of the Horizons series. It v colloquium was not the concentrahas been pointed out that the tion of Marx, certainly not by Prof.
Program demands from students Kassow, who showed himself symno testable response comparable, pathetic to Marx's idea. Rather it
say, to a term paper. The only. was the failure of the colloquium
written requirement is a course participants to deal meaningfully
critique. Further, it has been with Marxism as a contemporary
suggested that the way in which political ideology that characterized
the course is structured permits the meeting. Granted* the topic of
some students to beat the system, colloquium dealt with Marx in the
for example by reading magazines 19th century. Yet, the central
or doing homework during the philosophical innovation of Marx,
lectures. It has also been argued the idea of the unity of theory and
that the awarding of a half credit practice, can only be examined in
for participation in the Program the light of contemporary politics
encourages one of the weakest and its relationship with Marxism.
aspects of collegiate intellectual
Prof. Kassow adequately pointlife, that of credit-seeking.
ed out the way in which Marx's
As we have now had a good deal writing revolutidnized the stody of
of experience with the Program, history and society. The social
that is to say at least five lectures sciences have been dominated by
heard by a total of some 2,000 Marxism more than by any other
persons overall, it is not too soon to system of thought sisice pie middle
be asking for comments. As of the 19th oeataHy,-—at least--in
preparations for the coming aca- terms of an implicity dialogue wM>
demic year must be made well in Marx and his followers.
advance, I hope that anyone having
Yet, Marx never wrote jast to

The Marx Real

understand society. He contended
that a real understanding of society
will inevitably provide the means
for transforming it in accordance
with human needs. It is this claim
that must be the central issue in
any discussion of the lagacy of
Marx. And it is the alleged
espousal of Marxism by political
movements throughout the world
today that gives urgency to this
issue.
Given Prof. Kassow's characterization of Marx as. a democrat," and his discounting of
Marx's "Jacobin writings," the
view of Marxism as a political
means of revolutionizing societies
becomes untenable, at least as it is
currently understood by political
movements which call themselves
Marxists.
Yet, whether this view of Marx
is adequate or complete is open to
serious question. It implies that
Leninism, Maoism, and other
doctrines of radical political action
are inconsistent with Marx's ideas.
And this calls into question much of
what passes for Marxism today,
especially in the Third World. The
question of the unity of theory and
practice therefore has an important
political consequence. Is Marxism
a tool for achieving revolutionary
change or fa it simply a means for
understanding society, implying no

things. First, the basic understanding of Marxism as a theory appears
to be lacking. This is the result of
the peculiar nature of American
academia, where Marxism is a
novelty rather than the central
concern that it frequently is in
European and Third World universities.
More importantly, the question
of whether or not Marxism is a
viable political doctrine is founded
on a view of politics alien to most
American -college teachers and
students. For most • of the world,
the principal political issue of this
or an other year is seen not as a
choice between presidential candidates, political parties, or congressional bills, but rather as the conflict between American capitalism
and its allies and their adversaries
throughout the world. Until the
truth of this view is conceded, the
importance of evolving a political
practice consistent with Marxism
will not be seen.
The placing of blame for the
lack of correspondence between
historical reality and education on a
particular college administration or
faculty is too easy. Rather, it is the
task of every one to educate
themselves concerning issues such
as I have mentioned. What should
be expected is that schools facilitate this education as much as
possible. Events uuch as this last
Mellon colloquium will then become much more fruitful that they
_.
,
to the discussion of Mars, at the often are.
Mellon colloquium indicates two
Sincerely,
Omar Dahbour
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More Commentary
Kotler Speaks on Neighborhood Government
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Milton Kotler delivers the first of a series of lectures In the Urban

and Environmental Studies Program.
photo by Kick Sager
by MbniBaron
Auditorium. Kotler .was the first
speaker in a series of lectures
"Neighborhood governments sponsored by the Urban and
are the promise of a new political Environmental Studies Program.
ethic," declared Milton Kotler in a
Kotler is a graduate of the
lecture he delivered last Wednes- University of Chicago Law School
day night to a group of 50 students and has been a Resident Fellow at
and faculty in the Life Sciences the Institute for Policy Studies in

Goods and Services:
by Nancy Kleiner
Capitalizing on a plethora of
college parent weekends in this
month of October my entrepreneurial younger sister incorporated
her newest small business just
weeks ago. When the motherly
expressions "eat your beets",
"whatsa mattah, y'live in a
barn?", "stop that ape like slouching", "just where do you think
you're going?" and the like
seemed to crop up more and more
frequently around our house as the
nippy month progressed, little
sister, who's no dummy, saw the
light. "Mom must be getting in
shape to visit older brother and
sister," she observed. "But, what
about the unfortunate parent who
no longer has an available youngster in the nest?" It was in this
moment that "Rent-a-Brat was

Washington since 1963. He is the neighborhood advisory; councils
founder and current director of The were established by a referendum
Institute for Neighborhood Studies. vote. These councils are able to
The movement towards neigh- distribute public funds in their
borhood government is only begin- areas.
Here in Hartford, a Citizens
ning, said Kotler . He cited the
start of several national coalitions Assembly has been started. Money
of neighborhood organizations a- is also available to citizen gtoups
round the country. These groups for projects in their areas.
are the National People's Action,
The purpose and result of
ACORN, and the Alliance for neighborhood government, Kotler
Neighborhood Governments. They went on, is to give citizens control
are concerned with such issues as over their lives. He cited a
employment, disinvestment, hous- statement by Thomas Jefferson
ing and crime.
several times to make this point.
Kotler maintained that one of Jefferson wrote that for a durable
the results of these citizen groups and well administered republic,
will be enlightened statesmen and people must be able to "transact in
legislation. The passage of the person:" There fore, within the
federal New Home Mortgage Fi- republic, there must be small units
nancial Disclosure Act of 1976 was of government where the decisions
due to a nationwide grassroots affecting the people most will be
made.
campaign led by Gail Cincotta.
This act requires that all banks
According to Kotler', this small
disclose how much and where they unit is the neighborhood which in
lend their, money by census tract. his terms means a district of about
From this information, citizens will 20,000. The key to these district's
be able to discover if their success in self management will be
neighborhood is being redlined. the economic development of their
Redlining is the procedure whereby area which involves bringing ema bank will not lend money for ployment to the area, generating
home mortgages and businesses in funds, and providing economic and
certain neighborhoods because social services in the area.
they think that the area is a high
risk.
The neighborhoods will-be run
Kotler went on to point out that democratically. Their ability to
several cities. already have some make laws 'and create programs
form of neighborhood government. will be limited by the Constitution
In Washington, D.C. for example, and the general law of the land.

Rent-a-Brat

born. '
.
As I pointed out, the precocious
one is lacking neither ambition nor
intelligence. After all, with,one
sibling Ivy League and the other
attending a comparable. eastern
institution it only stands to reason
Melissa, our young capitalist,
began formulating plans at once.
Going with the notion that variety
is the spice of life.she developed a
colorful catalogue of offerings,
including off-season rates and
package deals.
The basic service is a standard,
one-hour visit. Providing her own
transportation, she will make a .
house call and for the allotted time
period put up with minot motherly
abuse (in the "don't forget to scrub
behind those ears" vein) with a
modicum of a backtalk. (After all,

Kotler then responded to several questions from the audience.
The audience was feeling slightly
confused since his suggestions are
so alien to this country's trend
towards a centralized decisionmaking center in Washington.
Unfortunately, Kotler's responses
took on a patronizing tone and most
questions were not adequately
answered.
There are many issues involved
in the concept of neighborhood
government that were not discussed by Kotler , The role of the
federal and state governments and
the distribution of resources among
the neighborhoods are two of these
issues that should have been
discussed Wednesday night for a
better understanding of neighborhood governments.
•. '

Jimmy, Jerry,
Bob & Fritz

and scattering filthy, laundry. From
here she will proceed to go out with Back last Summer at the Start,
the gang guaranteed to return Now one wanted to take part,
"home" at least after 2 A.M. In any of thedarker arts,
Saturday's fare will be a large dose
of ear-shattering stereo or tube and But now it's Fall and
time grows short
on Sunday requests will be taken.
The
polls grow tight,
This has proved to be a favorite-of
older couples who haven't seen And all resort,
1
To tactics which they all announced
'junior'' in quite some time.
Were not fair play "and on the outs.
Replying to our query as to why Now guess who's rolling in the
she enjoys her work, • Melissa
pits?
tells.us, "It sure beats babysitFor the Mater and Pater who • ting. Then you get paid to be grown It's Jimmy, Jerry, Bob and Fritz,
feel they simply need more time to up. With this I get paid to be Grasping for each others' throats,
get prepared the weekend package rotten." And on that note she Fighting for those precious votes,
deal is recommended. Our little pouted, • slammed the door, threw Charges made, much truthlessness
entrepreneur suggesvts"bookings be her calling card on the floor (along Gleefully spread by the press,
m&defar in advance. The catalogue with several gum : wrappers) and "Jerry's mind just doesn't rate,
summarizes the elements' of this departed. Rent-a-Brat can be Bob's involved with Watergate,
offering. The child wil) arrive late reached toll-free at 1-800-273- Fritz swings to the left a lot,
Jimmy'skidsareblowingpot," .
Friday afternoon banging doors BRAT.
Innuendos, twisted facts,
Lies and off the wall attacks,
Dirty money, vicious fights,.
)
Make us voters lose all sight,
Of what is really going.on,
The girl broke down and partner Quickly cuffed the kid Of where our loyalties belong,
confessed they were going over to behind the counter. We radioed for Throughout this mindless
marathon,
Hartford College for Women, a back-up unit and squad car to
There still remain the hundred
where the girls were from. I looked take them down to the station.
whys,
at my partner. Quickly smiled.
As they were being dragged
"They seem alright to me, Getit," away, the one without shoes These politicians compromise,
Their promises, their honesty,
he said.
remarked, "Golly, officer, I wasn't Their so-called pure integrity,
You kids are free to go," I told hurting anyone."-.
It must be power greed or lust,
them. "We're sorry to trouble you,
"Maybe not, son, but I've seen Because they know we never trust,
but we have to check, out anything 'em go in the gutter because of
The people that are ruling us,
that looks out of the ordinary." things like this'."
So there they are, the chosen few,
They went on their way.
When they were gone, Quickly
My partner Quickly turned to slowly shook his head. "Tough Doing what they always do.
Pushing, shoving, kicking low,
me''Nice kids, weren't they?''
break. They seemed like good Hoping that support will grow,
"Maybe. Did you notice the kids."
From the charges they present,
blonde one wasn't wearing a belt?"
I didn't reply as we made Though they prove irrelavant,
"No, I didn't, Getit."
our way into the Cave.
. And the prize you understand,
"Well I did. Remember include
A job that pays three hundred
Epilogue
that in our report."
grand.
8:13. We were on our way back
The story you have just read is But that isn't everything.
to the Cave when we apprehended
a 602—student bowling in bare ridiculous. The names have been Think how much the book will
bring.
J. Bendetson
feet. I grabbed him while my omitted to protect the authors.

unless the young child can be
convincing the parent will not
suitably recover Ms or her lost
knack.) For variations on this
theme, she includes the "all the
backtalk you can stomach" deal for
those adults who thrive .on a fiery
argument and "the stoic approach" (known in the trade as
"sponging")—one hour's worth of
silent soaking up of any and all
:
flack.

Dqnuts Observed With Holes in Them

by Hammond Rye and Mel "ted11
Cheese
This is the campus. There are
5:54. Nothing much happening,
1600 students here. Conditions are
harsh, unfeeling. Some get by, returned to Cave. We observed an
some don't. But everyone has to 834—cream dispenser out of
• ,
pay their tuition. I know. I carry a cream.
5:55. We left the Cave.
badge. I'm a Trinity Security
6:02. We were walking down
Guard.
My name's Captain Getit Dunn. the long walk, where we encounMy partner's name is Quickly. We tered a 406a—Trinity males acwork the Trinity. beat. It's a companied by females. My partner
Quickly was immediately susthankless job.
The events we describe here picious. We stopped them.
"Just wanna ask a few questook place on a dreary Friday in
tions," I said. They asked for
October.
5:08, We stopped at Cieri's for credentials; I showed them my
some Turns. Quickly had detected a walkie-talkie and read them their
603 in progress—indigestion from rights.
"What are you doing toburger in Cave.
gether," I began. A tall blonde,
5:10. Quickly belched.
At about 5:15 we got a call. It obviously the leader, said they
was Mather front desk, reporting a were on their way to a lecture.
"C'mon," I said. "I've been
potential 734—students entering
the fishbowl on a weekend. It working this campus weekends for
10 years. I don't buy that story."
proved to a false alarm.

Since everyone is participating
full time in local decisions as well
as trying to affect national issues
which affect them, Kotler feels
that politicians and people in
general will be more accountable to
each other. Moreover, the "organized power of neighborhoods can
peacefully crush the usurpation of
power by unfaithful agents."
Neighborhood governments
will, therefore, prohibit another
Watergate from occurring. "People will blossom in righteousness,
political responsibility and the
grace of God."
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Black Perspective

"Soul On Ice"
by Alan Martin
I Emerging from the rallies on
I 125th St., coalition audiences in
^Rochester, court battles with the
California Board of Regents, and

Independence
Transkei
continued from page 7
50th African state, and that is
South Africa itself. Yet no one is
ready to take action to stop the
policccy of separate development
which will ultimately leave 13% of
the land in South Africa to almost
75% of its people. Kissinger is
willing to tacitly support South
African government policies by
attacking minority rule in Namibia
and Zimbabwe. If the Western
world does not begin to act against
the extreme injustices perpetrated
on the Africans in South Africa, the
revolution which has been smoldering since June will erupt into all
out guerilla warfare. The independence of the Transkei will only be a
further impetus to the continued
struggle toward majority rule over
all of South Africa. The black South
Africans realize this sham independence only legitimizes and
institutionalizes blacks in South
Africa as political and economic
dependents.
.

the rendition of "Soul on Ice" was masses of the world. This he was
"Papa Rage".
not and certainly is not at present.
The embodiment of a dream for
His revolution in Babylon rethe passionate souls of the last mains a polemic in black scholarly
decade, his plea for "Black Nation- thought, as well as, his role in
alism" withing the context of an those activities which forced him
American cultural revolution ad- into exile.
dressed black revolutionaries and
From Canada, to Cuba, to
lukewards, as well as the tenuous Algeriar we can document the
white left of that period.
•travels and experiences but at no
Forging a coalition, and acting point can we determine a chance in
as the flag bearer for the Black political course until his return to
Panther. Party, as its minister of America last year.
communications, and as the candiThe irony is that Cleaver
date at large for President from the
remains
unable to absolve himself
"Freedom and Peace" Party "Papa Rage" preached revolution of a of the charges that the "footsolmarxist quality with provisions to diers" of his dream who have
emancipate the ' 'Garden of Eden'' either died, been imprisoned, or
(America) from the ruinous grasp been rendered ineffective wove the
of the "pig," to return "power to red carpet for his return. There is
the people" and to roast the pig in no atonement for beguiling masses
a fire fueled by the evil "green of people and returning to say "I
was wrong"...the ideals were
back."
right...but our approach was too
I do not take issue with the much too soon. George Jackson
ideological congruity of a man as might turn in his grave Thursday
pensive as Eldridge Cleaver. At night as Trinity opens itself to the
any perspective there is much shell of a man destroyed and then
congruity to the ideological lines he reassembled.
has and still follows. Nor do I take
issue with his firm belief in God as
We, the audience, should be
an ideological inconsistency. It is aware of this. We will not hear
apparent that religion and "specifi- "Papa Rage" nor would MHBOG
cally "black religion" has always venture to hear "Papa Rage''.
played a vital role in the history
"We must have faith in ourand culture of that people. It is selves and make deals only with the
evident that many leaders have dead like: Malcolm X, Little Bobby,
emerged from that framework, and Buncy and John, Fred Hampton
have utilized its unique qualities to and Mark Clark...and to all the
aggregate, educate and mobilize. valiant lumpen who rose up at
At stake is the irony of his presense Attica and wrote a heroic page in
and the illusion that controversy our book..:when the pie of Babylon
will accompany his address here. is sliced up again not only will the
At the forefront of this commentary lumpen get its' share but standing
are the distorted views of Cleavers' there with guns in thejr hands the
past which depict his as a blood lumpen will see to it that everybody
thirsty "revolutionary" and an else gets theirs". Eldridge Cleavadvocate of...,revolution of the er, Nov. 1,1971.

Michael Ford, son of the President, speaks with TRIPOD Editor Jeff
Dufresne after dining in Mather Campus Center last Saturday.

Ford Son Visits
by Marc Blumenthal
Mike Ford, the President's son,
was interviewed by the TRIPOD
following dinner in Mather on
Saturday, October 23.
Asked about his role in the
campaign, Ford said he had
"learned to enjoy it". "My heart
has been lifted," he said of his
youth caravan through Connecticut.
Ford was "very pleased" with
the recently completed debates
between his father and Governor
Carter. He said that Carter was "a
fine individual with good goals. It's
just his political philosophy that is
bad".
Reaction to Ford's visit was
mixed. Many people voiced the
opinion that the Post-game reception in Austin Arts was for parents
and should not have been turned
into a "political meeting". Som«

felt that Ford's visit was incidental
and had no' 'real effect'',
The visit was arranged by
sophomore Bob Petrus, state coordinator of Youth for Ford. President Lockwood received a call last
week from the White House
requesting permission for the visit.
Lockwood set certain conditions,
including no speeches, which were
accepted by the White House.
Lockwood said he "feld sandbagged". He was "sorry if anyone
was offended" by Ford's visit. He
said he "found it awkward to say
no" since the call came directly
from the White House.
HOORAY!
Once again Professor Kassow
will be escorting a none week trip
to the USSR. We leave on March
14, 1977. Approximate cost will be
$615 and includes everything (including 3 meals a day). In addition
you get to fly the Soviet airline
(UNLIMITED VODKA!). Anyone
interested please -contact Prof.
Kassow, Box 1301.

Commentary:

Trinity And The Neighborhood
by Rick Hornnng
Thirty years ago, they bought
the house—a wood frame three
family on Allen Place. He fought in
the war and returned to marry his
bride. She had just the house in
mind. After the honeymoon, they
went to the Federal Housing
Administration and applied for the
mortgage insurance program. Once
approved by the government, the
hank gave them a loan. Within
seven months, they owned their
own house.
Every month since then, she
collected the rent. The tenants
could only pay cash—and it was
preferred if they paid on the 31st
instead of the 1st. After she had the
money, she took out the little book
from the bank and set aside the
payment. The next day, she walked
downtown and gave, the money to a
mortgage officer. Once downtown,
she used to shop at the old Italian
section of Front Street. One of her
test friends from high school
warded into a grocery. She
popped by and they chatted as the
""'end took time off from standing
«the register. In 1956, her Mend
said that the grocery would have to
m
°ye because of an urban renewal
Project. When the plans for Consti™non Plaza were approved, the
grocery went to the South part of
"anklin Avenue; while the family
wund a house in Wethersfield.
When her friend still had the
grocery store on Front Street, she
would buy something special for
ine
meal of payment day. It was a
"ay to celebrate. They were one
^ep c ios er to owning the house
without a debt. On the way home
«°m work< her husband stopped at
oakery and bought pastries or a
. . . f o r desert. Those dinners were
the
«thanks8iving.
r
still
* e S^cety moved, she
uu
prepared a special dinner, she

had to shop at a supermarket. It taught public school. They had
was too far to walk to the grocery's money and would move away soon.
new location—and to carry pack- She wondered why the hospital
ages on a slow, crowded bus was built all the new buildings without
difficult. So, she shopped on providing for housing of the people
Washington. There were a lot of whoworked there. Her new tenants
things to buy, but all of it in cans or told her that most of the people
boxes. She knew that she could lived in the suburbs and drove to
spice them_ to make the taste work each day. This time, both
better. However, it was different. tenants decided to move, the thirdEven^her husband knew. A year floor left Connecticut. They went to
later, the tenants on the third floor California. They were young
decided to leave. They had been enough, and without children. It
saving for ten years and finally made sense to her. The second
could afford a house in West floor found a large house in the
Hartford. Though she was sorry to city. Again replacing the tenants
lose such good people, she under- was no real problem. On the third
stood wanting to have your own floor, she took in a bus driver who
house. There was no problem in went to wortacross the street. And
finding another white tenant. The on the second, she rented to a
black people lived on the other side foreman at the hospital loading
of town, near the Jews. A young dock. Five good years passed. Then
couple moved in. They both it all started to happen,. Trinity
worked. He went to Pratt and announced plans to /build new
Whitney, and she was a secretary dormitories that would buy up part
of Allen Place. Her neighbors
atTrinity.
would
be asked to sell so that
While coming home from the
bank, she saw a wrecking crew students could live on the same
working on Washington Street. The street. She did not mind the kids.
sign outside of the fence had _JThey were always nice, but she
something about the hospital on it. wanted her privacy. Also, it was a
They were expanding near Jeffer- matter of principle because Trinity
son and Washington/She guessed would be kicking out people from
that they bought up all the property the neighborhood: what right do
and will tear it down. That night, they have? She complained to all
she talked to her husband about her friends and even the priest.
how far they will—or if Trinity Some went downtown to City Hall,
might do the same. He was not but nothing happened. She could
worried. He said its his neighbor- do nothing about it. When the
hood and his house. They will not houses were sold, the block had a
take it away. She remained uncon- little party for the people who were
vinced while he ate. It took two leaving. Everybody cooked and
years for the hospital to finish. someone brought wine. It appeared
During those years, the second to her that a whole new neighborfloor tenants moved. The husband hood might come ahout. She tried
died and the wife moved. Their her best to have a good time. The
replacement was another young low dorms and the high rise were
couple, but she knew that they finished in such a short time.
would not stay long. He was a Students started to live there. They
Doctor working at the hospital; she were loud and tenant all over the

block began to move away. When
hers did, they said nothing about
the students, but she knew better,
this time finding white tenants
became a problem. Her neighbors
told her about the neighborhood
changing, but she never really
walked on Park or Broad Street.
One day, she took a little tour of
those streets and it scared her. She
wondered who would reiit from
her. Two interns from the hospital
wanted to split the second floor
apartment.. She was happy to take
them. The third floor remained
vacant until a Trinity professor
moved in. She really did hot want
anybody from Trinity, but he was
white. They stayed for awhile; but
in two and a half years, she had to
look for tenants again. Her husband asked her if she wanted to
sell. She remindedhim of what he
said to her when the hospital first
bought land. She believed that
acceptable tenants would come
their way. The rents were low and
working people needed a place to
live. She understood that she had
to compete with all her neighbors:
they remained friends throughout
the years, so she believed that
things would not change. She was
right. The neighbors helped each
other find tenants and maintain the
property. A few of them had to rent •
to students, so the others watched
out. Several developers came in
and bought up land. They built new
apartment buildings. Everyone
knew that black people and the new
Puerto Ricans would live on the
block. Their friendships became
closer. They felt that they had to
proctect themselves just in case
anything happended like the tiots
in the north end.
She and her husband have stuck
out a whole thirty years. They do
not owe anything on their house.

They have a good tenant on the
second floor and three students on
the third. A while ago, a block club
was organized. She goes to each
meeting and talks a lot. The
organizer likes her; so do< the
other members. She can talk about
how the neighborhood has to
endure hardship and people must
hold on. Also, she speaks about
keeping their property the way it is,
because it is their property.
Sometimes, she gets mad at those
meetings; her voice becomes loud.
However, if it helps someone
understand the right thing about
the neighborhood, she is not
embarassed.
At the last few meetings, the
organizer said that Trinity and the
Hospital and the Institute of Living
want to help" the neighborhood.
They are willing to pay back for
what, they did. Though she appreciates the help, she does not think
that Trinity really knows what the
neighborhood is, about. She asked
the organizer if he thinks Trinity
knows how to help. The organizer
smiled and said that all will have to
wait and see.
At Trinity, a committee met and
another committee met. The President and the secretary of the
faculty met. Students, faculty, and
administrators met. The conclusion
was that it was time to help the
neighborhood so that Trinity can
protect itself—almost as if Trinity
is in the same position that the
landladies and landlords are in.
Another conclusion was that Trinity
wants to know how to help keep the
neighborhood white. The meetings
have not yet resolved whether
Trinity or anybody else has this
knowledge. So a consultant was
hired. Trinity may be able to buy
land, but how much time can it
buy?
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Arts and Reviews
Concert Review:

ECM Festival Explores Frontiers of Jazz
by Ira Goldman
Boston's Berklee Performance
Center (at the Berklee School of
Music) was the host for a musical
event last Thursday and Friday that
proved to be innovative in more
than one respect. Not only did the
concert gather the various talents
from both Europe and America of a
single record label for an en masse
presentation, but it also provided
an insight to the new direction of
jazz music that is currently sweeping the world. ECM, a West
German record label created in
1969 by Manfred Eicher, who is
now the company president as well
as its A & R chief and sole
producer, was the prime motivator
for this distinctly unique event.
ECM (Editions of Contemporary Music) under Eicher's direction, has become the home of this
new movement in jazz. Eicher has
given his musicians a free reign to
explore and experiment as they
please, resulting in new forms of
music which are quickly revolutionizing the industry (and the
tastes of the general public) as a
whole.
Discarding the traditional
"flat" production methods of jazz
records, Eicher has become quite
skilled at using echo to enhance an
instrument's sound. Eicher isolates
each individual instrument of his
sessions and explores its full tonal
range and color, using a certain
amount of echo to achieve a result
which often re-defines1 time and '.
space.

. ECM's rapid success and critical acclaim reflects a wealth of
musical talent as well as the efforts
of its creative founder. Some of this
talent was showcased in Boston last
week. Thursday night's show opened with the Enrico Rava Group,
an Italian trumpeteer who was
joined by Jon Cristensen of Norway •
on percussion, Patle Danielsson of
Sweden on acoustic bass, and John
Abercrombie of Greenwich, Connecticut on guitar. Each of these
musicians were to appear twice
more during the next 36 hours of
the festival. ECM albums are
noticeable by the constant interplay of musicians from one release
to the nest—a practice that was
highlighted by the festival itself.
Thursday's second act was the
Gary Burton Quartet, with Steve
Swallow, Path Metheny, Dan Gottlieb and special guest, Eberhard
Weber. Gary Burton, a bassist of
some renown, has done a large
amount of session work and
appeared in Hartford on October 17
at Integrity 'N Music.
Friday afternoon's performance
was billed as a special guitar
matinee, and indeed it was, with
the appearance of some of the best
new guitarists of note in the
progressive jazz field, Pat Metheny, an Omaha-born musician who

plays with Gary Burton (he played
at Mad Murphy's in September)
opened the show. Still quite young.
Metheny showed exceptional expertise on both the twelve-string
and acoustic guitar. Playing four
numbers in about 25 minutes, he
featured something from his latest
albut ("Bright Size Life") as well
as a waltz he penned for Ralph
Towner for Oregon's next album.
Though not quite of Towner's
calibre, he certainly merits attention for the future.
The Terje Rypdal Group, featuring Terri Rypdal, the Oslo-born
guitarist was next. Accompanied
by Christensen, Danielsson, and
electric bassist Sveinung Hovensjo,
the group encountered some sound
problems. which hampered their
play. Tying three pieces together,
Rypdal exhibited an ability to
transform his guitar's sound in to a
multi-faceted spectrum, making
full use of his wah-wah pedal, echo
box and phase shifter. More free
jazz than melodic, the group was at
times dominated by Rypdal's thunderous, echoing notes.
Ralph Towner, a highly-acclaimed guitarist whose credits
include the Paul Winter Consort
and Oregon proceeded to show the
packed-house exactly what can be
done with a simple classical
acoustic guitar, Towner's amazing
dexterity and the consequent acoustically pure, sensitive and sweet
sound that only he can produce Was
showcased in his first tune, "Nimbus", from his second solo album,

"Solstice". After playing another
solo number, he was joined by John
Abercrombie. The two together
showed melodic, jazz guitar at its
very finest. Using a tiny electric
guitar and an echo box, Abercrombie joined Towner in a movement of
free improvisation, and later the
two played a song entitled "Staircase" from their newly-released
album, "Sargasso Sea." The hour
set was the highlight of the
afternoon and brought a standing
ovation from the extremely knowledgeable crowd of music students.
The high point of the 8 p.m.
night show was, without a doubt,
the opening act-Eberhar Weber's
Colours. Their set was an unfortunately short 50 minutes, in which
they displayed an tightness and
cohesion that could easily have
continued all night to the pleasure
of the crowd. Weber, the Germanborn leader, played a custom-designed 6 string acoustic bass that
has brought him sudden fame.
This exceptional ensemble included Rainer Bruninghaus on
keyboards and Bostonian Charlie
Mariano on saxes, as well as a
strange South Indian reed instrument-a Nagasuram. Jon Christensen once again displayed why he is
regarded as one of the foremost
percussionists in the world, with
his superb drumming. Using an
amazing, delicate, light touch with
the brushes as Well as sticks, he
added immensely to the effectiveness of the group.
The group played the title track

from the "Yellow Fields" album,
as well as "Sandglass" from the
same work.
Pianist Steve Kuhn and his
group followed with an equally
tight set, though more in the mainstream of the jazz movement.
Kuhn's group was also well-received and showed a good sense of
musical humor in their 45 minute
set.
The festival's last act was Jack
DeJohnette's Directions. Playing
basically the same, set they presented at Wesleyan two weeks earlier,
they once again seemed generally
unenthused about playing together. Although the group is composed of exceptionally able musicians, including DeJohnette on
drums, Abercrombie, Warren
Bernhardt on keyboards and Alex
Foster on saxes, they just didn't
seem to jell together. The iVi hour
set was basically a number of solos
pieced together, without any real
direction or goal. The group
seemed bored while playing and so
did the crowd—with a rather weak
applause bringing the group back
foran encore.
(
To sum things up, it was an
incredible once-in-a-blue-moon
meeting of primarily first-rate
talent, with the expected fantastic
results. It is my hope that ECM will
choose to repeat this overwhelming
success in the near future with the
rest of their stable of stars (i.e1.
Dave Holland, Keith Jarret, Dave
Leibman) and to show the music
world just what creativity really is.

Film Review:

Stars Make Marathon Man Success

by Philip Rlley
With Marathon Man, John
Schlesinger has created a commercially successful thriller, and
though the narrative is weakened
by some contrived scenes and
questions that are never answered,
-the movie is an entertaining one,
thanks in part to the acting of the
major characters.
Dustin Hoffman is Thomas
Babbington Levy, a graduate
(sound familiar?) history student at
Columbia, who happens to be an
aspiring marathon runner. In an
early scene, he tells Marthe Keller
of his hopes to run the entire
twenty-six miles someday, adding
that it takes a lot of guts and
perserverance. Babe's attempt to
do the marathon can be comparable
to the proving of onesself that
occurs in a maturing process. To
run the marathon is the ultimate
goal; that is, to be able to compete
without help from the outside, to
stand (or run as it were) on your
own two feet.
If the marathon is an allegory
for maturation, then Babe does run
it in the course of the movie.
Babe's opponent is Christian Szell,
played by Laurence Olivier, a Nazi
concentration camp leader who is
forced to leave his South American
hideaway to pick up some diamonds belonging to him held in a
,New York bank. Babe comes into
contact with Szell because Babe's
brother, Doc, was a member of a
secret American agency protecting
the Nazi and his loot in exchange
for information on other Nazi
leaders. Szell believes that Doc told
Babe something about the safety of
the diamonds just before he died.
Babe was told nothing, however, and the suspense builds as he
is caught up in a case he knows

nothing about, is tortured by Szell,
and tries to escape the man's
clutches. What makes it even more
terrifying is that Babe is acting
alone. The only authoritarian force
in the film is the Division, a
clandestine group located somewhere between the FBI and the
CIA, of which Doc was a member.
The Division is more intent on
killing Babe in case he knows
anything, returning Szell to his
South American mansion, and
keeping its name out of everything,
so as a symbol pf justice, it is
corrupt. The civilian police force is
never seen, making it an ineffectual entity. Thus, Baby must get to
Szell before he splits with the
diamonds, and revenge his brother's death all by himself. What
doesn't help is the fact that he
cannot trust anyone, not even his
girl friend, who turns out to be a
member of the Division. Baby is
truly on his own.
The enormous odds against
Babe, and the almost unbelievable
chain of events which lead to the
film's climax demonstrate an important point of the film: things in
the world of Marathon Man do not
really fit together. Even at the
beginning, when we are introduced
to the parallel stories of the student
Babe in New York and the agent
Doc in aris, we are given information and clues that are not taken
anywhere in the film, or we are not
given enough information about
what is happening, both about
characters and the narrative.
Veteran screen writer William
Goldman has adapted his own
novel, and herein is the answer to
some of the problems. As with
jraaost adaptations, the rate must
pick and choose from the available
information, leaving out whole
subplots, hinting at other parts,

and, in many cases, if you try to
piece the puzzle together, it's
virtually impossible
The credit for the success that
the movie achieves should go to
director John Schlesinger, who has
been able to create an aura of
suspense throughout much of this
125-minute movie. We see a world
in which simple objects and
happenings and pastoral scenes
take on deadly qualities, in a very
Hitchcock-ian manner. The rhythm
of the film, so important in a
thriller, is maintained successfully
by editor Jim Clark, while Conrad
Hall's photography gives us New
York and Paris in their respective
gritty and exotic appearances.
The two main actors put in very
polished performances. Dustin
Hoffman brings to this particular
graduate a combination of wideeyed innocence and terror, and we
do feel by the end of the film that
he has completed a marathon, that
he can stand by himself, without'
help from his brother's or father's
image. Olivier, one of the two
greatest actors of our time, instills
his evil character with a twist of
irony, which makes Szell even more
chilling. Olivier's talent can be
demonstrated by something such
as when he repeats the line, "Is it
safe?" (i.e., the diamonds), to
Hoffman. Though he delivers the
line a half-dozen times in the space
of a minute or two, he gives it a
different reading each time, the
different readings telling us something about his character, his motivation, his relation to Hoffman,
etc.
The performances of the actors
who play the, Division members,
William Devane wis Jasseway and
Soy Scheider as 'Due, vs® taffipssred
by the screenplay, wfckSi Sias'-jSiiera
portraying the pulp conception of

secret agents. The lessening of the
reality of these characters, however, makes the Hoffman-Olivier
conflict that much more vital.
Because much of the events
don't come together in Marathon
Man, the film suffers from a lack of
overall focus, though most of the
individual scenes are well-focused.
The ending is unfortunately rather

gratuitous, expecially Hoffman's
action of throwing the gun in the
river. The best way to take
Marathon Man is with a grain of
salt: trying to figure out who did
what to whom and why is a struggle
and not really worth it, so just give
in to the suspense and strong characterizations provided by Schlesinger, Olivier and Hoffman.
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More Arts
Review Ready to Roll
It's that time again. Time to
drag out the old journal and
portfolio. Time to polish up those
masterpieces to perfection. The
Trinity Review literary magazine is
ready to roll.
We need yon! Another Tripod
supplement and the final magazine
are now in the planning stages. We
need your poetry, your fiction, your
artwork and photography to make
them a success.
Share some of that talent with
the Trinity community. We know
you budding writers and artists are
out there—let's see your work!
Help inspire others with all you've
accomplished. All submissions are
reviewed anonymously so don't be
timid. Submit those entries not
before it is too late. The deadline
for these upcoming issues is
Friday, October 29. Give" it a try!
You may find your name in print.
Although many of you submitted to the last issue, more, much
more, is needed. Future novelists—get those short stories in. We
need your support. Artists! Etchings, line drawings, pen and ink,
wood cuts, charcoal—all are wel-

comed. Contact Bruce Polsky at
#845 or call 525-7015 to arrange a
time to show your work.
Remember the deadline is this
Friday, October 29. All submissions should be sent to Box #1527.
RULES FOR SUBMISSION TO
THE TRINITY REVIEW: .
1. All entries must be typed on
8x11 paper.
2. No names should appear on submissions. A 3x5 card should be
attached with name, box number
and title of work.
3. An envelope should be included
with your name and box number
to facilitate the return of entries.
4. Do not send the only copy of your
work. Mistakes can be made and
we do not want to lost anyone's
work.
5. Artwork and photography which
cannot be sent through campus
mail should be given to Bruce
Polsky (#845) or send a note to
the Review box and a time will
be set up with the art editor to
review work.
6. Send all submissions and
inquiries to Review box #1527.

Due to an error in typesetting, last week's review of Mandragola
omitted a line crediting Ian MacNeil with an excellent performance
as the parasite, Ligurio. The reviewer wishes to correct this
omission, so that due praise may be given the actor.
NMG.
.

Film Review-.

Small Change
Stephen Forsling
A movie whose cast consists
entirely of children but is nevertheless made for adults may sound like
a film to run from, particularly to
those of us who fondly recall W.C.
Fields' retort when asked if he
liked children—"only if they're
properly cooked". Francois Truffaut's new film Small Change,
(which hasn't yet opened in Hartford) however, is fair game to win
over even the most dyed-in-thewool of us kiddie cannibals. The
film, episodic in structure and with
no real plot line, deals with the
varied experiences of provincial
schoolchildren in Thiers, France.
Much of the success of Small
Change is no doubt due to its
hilarious universality: in one short
sequence a boy is called upon to
recite by his teacher. With one
minute left to the school day, the
boy rises ever so slowly, his eyes
glued to the clock. His teacher calls
on him again. After what has
seemed like an eternity the bell
rings, children charge out of the
room atid the boy is home free. For
those of us who have ever sat in
class wishing time away (and who
hasn't?) the boy's escape is a
triumph—it makes us laugh out
loud.
The children in Small Change
ar
e a pretty sharp bunch, and
Truffaut records their antics with
such an earnest concern for their
importance that the film is often
very funny. There are many
sequences to treasure: a neighbors'
"rescue mission" carried out for a
girl who uses a loudspeaker to
announce she is hungry, a first date
|n a darkened movie theater, a dirty
joke told by a little boy who doesn't
really understand it himself, and
others. Truffaut" s vision is all-inclusive of life, however, and Small
Change also portrays the painful
s
'<le of childhood. One boy, physically abused by his family and
thrown out of his home, covers up

his bruises. It is only through a
school checkup that they are
discovered and his family situation
is brought to light. Deeply moved
by the incident, a teacher lectures
his students on the importance of
children's rights in an adult world.
His enlightened sermon is an
obvious mouthpiece for Truffaut,
but we would find it difficult to
argue with the sentiments expressed in it.
Truffaut1 s perception is a fairly
unique on, for Small Change is one
of the few films in which we truly
respect children as individuals. A
boy buys roses for his friend's
beautiful mother as an expression
of his feelings for her. His
unrequited love has true dignity,
which isn't something we generally
associate with children. It is all the
more shattering, then* that the
woman assumes the roses are from
the boy's father. Children's feelings are important, and never once
are they belittled in the film. Small
Change portrays children without
the condescension, nostalgia, or
sentimental claptrap traditionally
associated with children in film.
With his fluid and mobile camera
Truffaut simply makes his film and
lets the kids do the rest. We are not
manipulated, except perhaps by
loye. In one remarkable sequence a
three year old child climbs out of a
third story window and sits on the
ledge, hanging on'to the railing.
The audience gasps, fearing he will
fall. Almost before we know it, we
see him tumbling through the air.
He lands on the ground, completely
unhurt, laughing the whole thing
off while we in the audience heave
a sigh of relief. Small Change is a
tribute to the indestructability of
children. As one parent later
comments on the incident... "If that
had happened to an adult, he would
have been laid out flat, but kids
always seem to bounce back.
Children are in a state of grace".
Truffaut (with a little help from
some friends) makes us believe it.

Lynyrd Skynjrd will be appearing at the Prface Theatre, Waterbnry on October 27th.

Ascent of Man Each Thursday
by Andrea Pereira
Every Thursday afternoon at
4:00, Cinestudio presents the film
series, The Ascent of Man. The
films are narrated by Jacob Brownowski who is the author of the book
on which the series is based. In the
series, Brownowski traces the
history of scientific thought
through human culture, from early
evolution through the atomic age.
This series is presented by
Cinestudio in conjunction with the
freshman seminar, The Ascent of
Man, with Assoc. Prof. W. M.
Brown. The films are shown twice
weekly; once for the seminar and
then on Thursday afternoon at 4:00
for the general public. The films
are all shown in Cinestudio, and
admission is free.
To date in the series, Brownowski has explored human evolu-

tion, early agriculture and architec- knowledge of individual characters
ture, and the beginning of math- in "The Ascent of Man." He
ematics, chemistry, and physics. presents Paleolithic man, Euclid,
Remaining in the series: Oct. 28, Pythagoras, Galileo, Newton, KepThe Drive,for Power (Industrial ler, Einstein, and others, as if he
Revolution); Nov. 4, The Ladder of has lived and worked closely with
Creation (Theory of Evolution); each one of them.
Nov. 11, World Within World
Another interesting, element of
(Atomic Physics); Nov. 18, Know- the series is that The Ascent of
ledge or Certainty (Epistemology Man takes Brownowski to virtually
and Physics); Dec. 2, Generation every part of the world. Througn
Upon Generation (Genetics); Dec. Africa, the Middle East, India,
9, The Long Childhood (Biology, Greece, Rome, Venice, London,
History, Brownowski).
Brownowski follows wherever inBrownowski presents a unique teresting evidence may He.
insight into the development of
So far, The Ascent of Man has
science which is intensely human proved to be an interesting an
as well as scientific. He explores dexciting film series. James Hanthe development of science as both ley, projectionist at Cinestudio,
a reflection and a moving force in presents perhaps the best evaluathe development of human culture. tion: "We're happy to show it. It's
Brownowski's human concern can a great series. It's as simple as
perhaps best be seen in his that."

"Death in Venice"- A Total Film
inspiration, von Aschenbach (Dirk
Bogarde) undertakes a trip to
Death in Venice. Dir.: Luchino Venice. There he discovers a young
Visconti. With: Dk-k Bogarde, boy who epitomizes for him a kind
Bjorn Andresen. Music: Gnstave of Platonic beauty. Tadzio's (Bjorn
Andresen) classical features and
Mahler. [Italy 1971].
Luchino Visconti's film adapta-- delicate grace endear him to von
Aschenbach in what is, at first, a
tion of Thomas Mann's Death in
combined intellectual and paternal
Venice is as hauntingly beautiful as
affection. Soon, however, von
the novella is philosophically inAschenbach's love for Tadzio betense. Although basically remaincomes a possessive infatuation that
ing faithful to the book—even down
threatens to upset the carefully
to the detailed reproduction of
ordered equilibrium of his austere
costumes as described by Mann—
and disciplined personality.
the film has translated the author's
His senses assaulted by the
literary and philosophical terms
climate, the morbid beauty of the
into visual and psychological symcholera-infested port, and the erotbols. This can, of course, be seen
icism of the boy, von Aschenbach
as a natural consequence of the
shift from one artistic medium to begins to repidly deteriorate in a
another, in the adaptation of fiction state of extreme physical and
into film form. Bur Viscont—mas- spiritual torment. The hitherto
ter of color and composition that he hightly rational, cold, intellectual
is*—has made the transition suc- artist awakens to that aspect of his
cessfully and superbly, in this psyche which he has so long
repressed—the sensual, passionate
exquisite film.
He has obviously been influ- side of his character—in an outenced by the French Impressionists burst of creativity and pain in
who were painting at the time the which he produces his "ultimate"
story takes place, at the turn of the composition. Led ever on by his
century. The scenes of the women passion for Taszio, von Aschenbach
walking along the shores of the profanes and yet expands his soul
Lido, with their blowing veils and as he experiences even greater
parasols, the pastel-clad groupings extremes of "bacchic" furor. Finof summer visitors in the hotel, and ally, degraded, unrequited, disilthe languishing prostitutes are all lusioned, and yet somehow mysfilmic copies of Monet's seascapes, teriously rewarded by his discoverDegas' women, Renoir's social ies, von Aschenbach goes to his
gatherings, that give the film a death in the plague-ridden city. As
he expires on the beach. Tadzio
doubled artistic significance.
The story is simple but deep. wades into the water and becons
An aging German writer (a compo- out to the ,sea,- a combination of
ser, in the film) has reached the Botticelli's "Venus" and Michelpinnacle of his public career, angelo's "David"—beautiful, inrenowned and respected, while at accessible, deadly.
There is a distinct and separate
the same time, his inner life has
become so strained that his crea- aesthetic which dominates in the
tivity is at an impasse. Thinking a novella and the film, respectively.
journey will renew his vitality and Mann's work is full of complex
by Nina George

classical literary and philosophical
sources, ranging from Vergil and
Dante to Plato and Nietzsche. His
Vergilian and Dantian death symbolism is replaced in the film by
visual and aural metaphors which
include color schemes, recurring
types of faces and objects, and
coordinated musical passages. For
Martin's lengthy Platonic reflections
on aesthetics, Visconti has substituted flashback discussions between the artist and a student/
friend, in which each argues
respectively for an "Apollonian"
and a "Dionysian" art. These
dialogues are very much in keeping
with Mann's theses on sensuality,
sickness, and art, as elaborated in
another of his masterpieces, The
Magic Mountain.
Visconti interprets von Aschenbach's passion in terms that are
more psychological than ' philosophical, which may, again, be a
consequence of the cinematic medium itself. He depends upon
Bogarde's fantastically subtle facial expressions and the parallel
behavior of Jother characters as the
means of conveying Von Aschenbach's inner psychic contradictions; he then heightens this
behaviorist material with a powerfully emotional score drawn from
Mahler's symphonies. There is
little dialogue, compared to the
abstruse verbiage of Mann's novella. The aesthetic of the film is not
the classical-literary one of the
German author, but the sensualpsychological one of the Italian
former opera-director. The combined inner beauty and degradation of von Aschenbach's sould has
been externalized in the film, as a
profusion of colors, faces, scenery
and music that overwhelms our-
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Death in-Venice
continned from page 11
senses just as Mann's prose awes
our intellect.
Visconti has further distanced
his portrait of the tormented von
Aschenbach from the verbal, by
making him a composer instead of
a poet. The Director uses the film's
music to express the artist's
spiritual conflict in all its triumphs

and defeats, in what is perhaps the
only possible way to successfully
transfer a dense work like Mann's
into film form. But, lest Visconti be
given all the credit, let it be said
that the work is a success thanks to
Bogarde's flawless performance
and Andresen's competent acting,
both of which displayed a sensitive
rendition of the fictional duo.

Six Characters
Trinity College Theatre Arts
Department will present Luigi
Pirandello's Six Characters In
Search Of An Author on December
2-5 at 8:15 p.m. The cast includes:
Michael Countryman as the father,
Tony Chase as the son, Paul
Christensen as the doorkeeper,
Eileen Condon as the first actress,
Mona Daleo as pace, Felice Hawley
as the ingenue, Dodd Larimer as
Machunest, Douglas Logan as the

director, Melissa Lover as the
secretary, Matt Lunberg as the
lead, Anne Newhall as the leading
lady, Bill Parker as the juvenile
lead, Paul Reinhardt as the leading
man, Phil Riley as the actor, Rob
Revezzi as the prompter, Hope
Malkan as the prop person, Marianne Miller as the techie, Monica
Sider as the step daughter, Josie
Slutsky as the mother and Janet
Weakley as the second actress.

Start The Week
;LAST :•
NATIONAL
BANK
®

THURSDAY
at

TIMOTHY'S
You'ie welcome to
bring your
own wine or beer!
MOUTH WATERING
SPAGHETTI
(Meat and Vegetarian Sauces)
open 6 am-9 pm 243 Zlon St. 236-3606
ONE WEEK IN

LENINGRAD
AND
MOSCOW
FROM $552.00
INCLUDING:
* Round Trip Air via Pan Am
® 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations
® All Meals
® Sightseeing and Threatre
For Information Contact:

ItUTtSeStFQitD TBA¥EL9 INCI17-S27S

A CHARMING
RESTAURANT
Chez> 6cn$c

WITH A
QUALITY
CUISINE
AVON PARK NORTH •
AVON, CT 678-0175
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Office of Educational Services
November, 1976, in the Faculty
Club of Hamlin Hall. Student who
Interested students are invited have studied in different programs
Students wishing to be away
to a meeting on study programs in in France will be present to discuss
Austria and German to be held on their programs and study in France from Trinity for study elsewhere
during the spring term 1977 should
Monday, 1 November 1976, at 7:30 and Belgium in general with you.
This will be an all-student apply no later than the end of
p,m. in Peter Stisser's Room, Cook
A-32. Your questions are welcome, meeting. No faculty or administra- October and will be expected to
and some Trinity students who tion members will be present. It confirm their plans with the Office
have studied in Austria and will be a time of general discussion, of Educational Services no later
* Germany will discuss the assets of sharing of wine and cheese, and an than 15 November 1976.
opportunity to get to know about
various programs.
Note that this will be an study in France and Belgium and
j all-student meeting. No faculty or about particular programs.
Applications for participation in
| administration member will be
the Barbieri Center/Rome Campus
| present.
for the spring term 1977 may be
Students are reminded that obtained from the Office of EducaFriday, 5 November 1976, is the tional Services. Applications must
f If you would like to discuss last date by which to drop a course be completed and returned to Mrs.
programs of study abroad in France for the Christmas Term 1976 or to Kidder in the Office of Educational
and Belgium, come to a gathering finish an Incomplete from a prior Services no later than Friday, 29
at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, 3 term.
October 1976.

German Study

Spring Leawe

Barbierf Center

Course Drops

(

Study Abroad

in study at the University of
Durham for 1977-1978 or future
years is invited to attend. NOTE
CHANGED DATE AND PLACE.

Letter Grades

Students are reminded that
Tuesday, 23 November 1976, is the
last day to elect to receive a letter
grade in a course being taken
Pass/Fail. Please see the RegisThere will be a meeting to
trar's Office if you wish to make a
discuss
procedures related to study
change.
away from Trinity (Whether foreign study, study at another
institution in this country, or Open
Semester) at 1:30 p.m. on 28
Mr. Geoffrey Thrush from the October 1976 in Alumni Lounge of
University of Durham will be at Mather Campus Center. The purTrinity on the morning of Tuesday, pose of the meeting is to discuss
9 November 1976, to talk with Trinity procedures for obtaining
students interested in study at the academic credit and other logistical
University of Durham (through the matters. This meeting is not for
Institute of European Studies). Mr. discussing the merits of individual
Thrush will hold a meeting with programs (students should make
students in Wean Lounge at 9:30 an appointment to see Dean
a.m. n that day. Anyone interested Winslow about such).

Open Semester

U. of Du?!iam

BEER KEGS

Announcements
Dance Rims
The third week of the Student
I Dance Organization's Series of
I Dance Films will present "Ballet
with Edward VUlella," "Dance on
; Film: 1894-1912," and "Afternoon
f. of a Faun.'' The films will be shown
| on Wednesday October 27 inAIum|ni Lounge at 8:30. No admission
(charge. Changes have been made
I in the original film schedule due to
ifilmcancellations.

Dance Meeting
, There will be a meeting of the
I Student Dance Organization on
|Tuesday October 26 in Seabury 47
fat 6:30 PM. All are welcome.

All students interested in
speaking Spanish with faculty and
other students at an informal
get-together are invited to attend
the first of weekly tertullas on
Wednesday, October 27, 3:00-4:00
P.M., in Wean Lounge. Refreshments will be served.

Open House

Hillel Lecture

Intercuitura! Studies

Intercultural Studies will sponsor a symposium/discussion on the
? Die Freispieler woodwind octet candidates and issues. Frank,,
presents a concert Friday Novem- informal and informative. Wean
: ber 5, 1976 at 7:30 PM at the Lounge, Wednesday Oct. 27, 7 pm.
Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
Earn 16
semester

credits

per

Financial aid available

The TRIPOD
Store

Spanish Tertuiia

Chemistry Speakers

A program of study
about historic and modern Israel for juniors and
seniors

in

WE DELIVER
Asylum Hill Congregational j
Featyring Hartford's Finest
Church, 814 Asylum Ave., Hart- ; Selection of Imported & Domestic
ford. Music by Mozart, Beethoven ; Wines and Spirits - Mlwtonnw Prices.
and Jacob will be performed. Free.

There will be an Engineering
Open House on Friday, Nov. 5,
from ,3 to 6 PM. in the Hallden
The Trinity College Department Engineering Building. The purpose
of Chemistry will sponsor a visiting of the meeting is to make students
speakers program. On October 27, aware of the various engineering
Professor Galen Ewing of Seton possibilities available at Trinity.
Hall University will lecture on There will be discussions with
"Polarography, History and pre- faculty and students, followed by
( sent Status." On Nov. 10 Professor student-run demonstrations of la', Richard W. Rozett, of Fordham boratory equipment, such as the
; University will speak on "Ocean wind tunnel. Refreshments will be
; Dumping." Dr. Barnes Brennan of served. All students interested in
• Oltn Corporation will lecture on the physical sciences are invited to
"Careers and Alternatives for sci- attend.
: entists in industry on November
I 17.
The seminars are scheduled for
4:00 P.M. in Room 210. Coffee will
A discussion with Dr. Michael
,be served at 3:30 P.M. in the Fishbane, Associate Professor of
Chemistry Library.
Near Eastern and Judaic Studies,
Interested undergraduates are Brandeis University entitled 'Martin Buber as an Interpreter of the
k. urged to meet informally with the
speakers to discuss their respective Bible' will be held next Sunday,
graduate programs and career October 31, at 1:30 PM. in the
opportunities in chemistry in gen- Alumni Lounge.
eral. Our guests will be available
from 2:30 P.M.

"Die FiiespSelef

Say You Saw It

ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Application deadlines:
March 15
for fall term or year program
(no language requirement)
November 15
for spring term (elementary
Hebrew required)

For a brochure or further information, write:
Jacob Hiatt Institute
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154^

tough! terrific!
Jerry Williams is tough
because he tackles the issues,
wrestles with controversy, challenges
you to bare your mind and exercise
your mouth. Jerry's always close to
the world's newsmakers, talking
to and giving you opportunity to talk to
blockbuster guests like Ted Kennedy,
Jack Anderson, Madalyn Murray O'Hair,
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein.

big mouth!

BiSS Corsair is terrific
because he makes you laugh. Because
he's unhinged, derailed, absurd. Most
of all, because he's super company, a
pussy cat, a good friend. And you get
to exchange quips with him and his
famous showbusiness buddies.

big laugh!
Midnight till 5 am

7 pm till Midnight

Listen on

and call 'em in Hartford at 522-0200

t U, Th« .TrtnHT Trtptd, Ortotof 26,1978

News Notes
Chamber Mimk Seites Initiated

Marks Awarded Mhbk @mnt
David N. Marks, a straight "A"
chemistry major from Middletown,
Goim., has been awarded the
Krieble Scholarship at Trinity
College by Loctite Corporation. The
full tuition scholarship was established in memory of Dr. Vernon K.
Krieble, a former Trinity chemistry
department chairman and founder
of the Loctite Corporation in
Newington, who died in 1964.
Marks, a senior who last year
received a grant from Trinity to
initiate an undergraduate research
project, is also serving as a
chemistry department laboratory
assistant. He plans to attend

graduate school for an advanced
degree in order to become a
research chemist.
The scholarship has been awarded annually to an outstanding
chemistry student at Trinity since
1961. Krieble, who taught at
Trinity for 35 years, invented a
sealant which he called LOCTITE
while at the college. The company
he subsequently founded is now an
international operation.
The scholarship check was
presented at Loctite's Newington
headquarters by Dr. Robert H.
Krieble, president of Loctite Corporation and son of its founder.

Danfortii Increases Minority Support
The Danforth Foundation, long
active in fellowships for graduate
education, recently declared its
intention to increase support for
the advanced education of able
minority persons interested in
preparing for careers in college
teaching.
After eight months of data
gathering and study by Staff, the
Board of Trustees adopted the
following recommendations:
1. that the Danforth, Kent, and
Graduate Fellowships for Women be reorganized into one program—the Danforth Graduate
Fellowship Program;

teaching, in subject-matter
specializations likely to be taught
in undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum, and for pursuit of
the Ph.D or other appropriate
terminal degree at an accredited
university of the Fellow's choice
in the United States;
6. that the Fellowships be for one
year, with the possibility of renewal for a total of four years,
the actual period of support to be
worked out on an individual
basis;
7. that a Fellowship include tuition
and fees plus a stipend;

8. that graduating seniors be
nominated by campus liaison2. that the Danforth Graduate"
officers and that postbaccalaurFellowship Program offer apeate persons make application
proximately 100 fellowships for
directly to the Foundation;
graduate education annually, with
25 of these awards designated for * 9. that the criteria for selection
American Indians, Blacks, Mexican
feature, in addition to an approAmericans, and Puerto Ricans.
priate degree program and a
.3. that approximately 60-65 of the
commitment to teaching, dedi100 annual awards go to persons
cation to a life of service
applying as college seniors and
informed by moral or ethical
that the remaining 35-40 awards
values;
go to postbaccalaureate persons;
10. That the Foundation utilize un4, that preference be given among
expended Fellowhip funds in any
the early entry applicants to
fiscal year for purposes of idenpersons under 30 years of age
'tifying, recruiting, and educaand that preference be given
ting minority persons.
among the late entry applicants
These recommendations will
to persons 30 to 40 years of age;
become effective in the 1976-77
5. that the Danforth Fellowships be academic year, with the first
given to persons committed to appointees entering graduate study
careers in college and university in the fall of 1977.

"Horizon's" Lecture

Young Dems.

The University of Connecticut for.
Public Programs, in cooperation
with the Trinity College Chapel, is
pleased to announce a series of
performances entitled "Four Friday Evenings of Chamber Music"
with the New England String
Quartet. The first of these recitals
will be held this coming Friday,
October 29th at 8:15 p.m.
The first concert of this series
will feature Quartet No. 12 in C
Minor, "Quartettsatz", of Franz
Schubert, Maurice Ravel's Quartet
in F Major and Charles Whittenberg's Quartet No. 2, Opus 55a,
dedicated to the New England
String Quartet. Programs for the
concert to follow will be drawn from
the masterworks of Barto, Beethoven, Berg, Brahams, Haydn,
Mozart and Schubert.
The New England String Quartet, in residence at the University
of Connecticut since 1967, has
enjoyed an exciting concert career.
Hailed as one of the most promising new chamber ensembles during
its formative years, the Quartet
played an invitational performance
for the dedication of the New
Smithsonian Gallery of American
Art in Washington, D.C. This
honor was followed closely by
performances at the Guggenheim

MBA Fair

Museum in New York City, the
Gardner Museum in Boston, and a
European tour.
The Quartet has since toured
Europe twice again with performances in Italy, West germany, the
British Isles and Scandinavia. The
group has appeared on broadcasts
of the Norwegian National Television System and has offered
seminars on chamber music in
Oslo, Norway, for string players
from all Scandinavian countries.
The ensemble has also performed
for each of the New England State
Universities, in numerous museums, concert halls, and smaller
colleges in New England, and for
Connecticut Public Television.
This series is being presented
as part of an effort to raise
-scholarship funds for gifted string
students attending the University.
Therefore, we are requesting a
$3.00 donation at the door or $1.50
for students. All those presenting
[identification from Trinity College
or from the University of Connecticut need not make a donation. All
donations are tax-deductible.
Questions regarding this series
or donations should be directed to
the University of Connecticut for
Public Programs at 486-2260.

Classified/11

The Master's Degree in Business Administration (MBA) has
become one of the most desired
degrees in the field of higher
education. To help prospective
students learn more about how to
get an MBA, the Graduate Management Admission Council is
sponsoring a Graduate Management Admission Fair. It will be
held on November 4,5 & 6,1976, at
the Roosevelt Hotel near Grand
Central Station in New York City.
For the first time on the East
Coast, admissions officers from
more than 70 graduate schools of
business and management in the
United States will be available to
answer general questions about
their institutions, and to provide
specific information on course
availability, admissions requirements, financial assistance, and
even job opportunities. Workshops
will also be available.
The Admission Fair will be
especially valuable to those who
are now considering getting an
MBA and who will have undergraduate degrees in fields ranging
from liberal arts and engineering to
the sciences and business.
School representatives will be
available from 2:00-4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, November 4, from
10:00-7:30 p.m. on Friday, November 5, and from 10:00-3:00 p.m.
on Saturday, November 6.

SPECIAL PflllC|S
BALLS! BALLS! BALLS!

For Sale
4 studded sn6w tires for SAAB or
VOLVO, used 3 months (C78xl5) $40
for 2. Call ext. 432, Mrs. Kidder,
1 pr. quartz high beam headlights, $25.
Trinity,ext. 432, Mrs. Kidder.
Sony 4 Channel Reel to Reel tape deck
TC-2774. Perfect condition, seldom
used. Asking $400,00 or reasonable
offer. 249-7896.
1968 Chevy Carry-All. Good condition.
$700.00. 522-3(552. Trinity Box 11. Ask.
for Bill.
"Pong" Game for hookup to TV, $65.00
Contact Trinity ext. 432, Mrs. Kidder.
Altec Speakers, 3-way with equalizer.
$325.00 Contact Mario, Trinity Box
1 2 5 6 .

The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate
gallery and vegetarian restaurant. After •
midnight music each night. 12-3 a.m. 72
Union Place, Hartford. 525-0424.

Hammered Dulcimer, rectangular,
15"x44"x3Vi", cherry wood. Must sell.
Call 5.23-0458 after 5:00.

Help Wanted
Part time job-Earn money and free
trips. Distribute on campus, travel
literature for America's largest student
travel organization. No investment
required. Work your own hours. Call
Brad (413) 256-0197.
Cockta,il Waitress wanted part-time at
Horse Shoe Lounge, 768 Maple Ave.
part-time help wanted-Travel representative needed to represent Rutherford
Travel. Can be profitable. For details,
call 527-5278.
On Election day, can you spare 10
minutes to 10 minutes to record results
and call them in to NYC (toll free) Pay
$2.50 Call Bruce at 246-2239

Personals

The sixth lecture in Trinity
The Trinity Young Democrats
Dave, Marilou, Diane: Rence, Nancy,
College's unique 21?lecture series have elected new leadership and
called "HORIZONS" is titled are currently making plans to "Kustom 100" amplifier and speaker. "the invisible roommate," and the rest
of Trinity College congratulate Bessie
"Who Should Listen to a Poet and support the Carter-Mondale ticket Call 527-8623 or contact box 1447.
and Adron Keaton on their daughter's
Why." Professor and Classics in the upcoming elections.
birth.
i.
Department chairman John C.
The new co-chairmen, Scott
Williams will present the topic on
STUDENT-CLOSE-UP: "The Young
Tuesday, October 26 at 8 p.m. in Lessne and Bruce Johnson, ex-'
People" of Smith 301 wish Leigh
McCook Auditorium oh the college ressed concern over the low turnout The Sprouting Out Vegetarian Cuisine. Breslau an incredibly HAPPY BIRTHat
their
meetings,
(about
15
people)
campus. The event is free and open
The vegetarian's vegetarian restaurant. DAY (one day early)! <
and remarked on the apathy of the Make it a learning experience in
to the public.
Trinity student. "It's disappointing Hartford, 20'A New Park Ave., Hart- Happy Birthday, Brian Donnelll-love
Smith 301.
Dr. Williams will describe the that the typical Trinity student is ford. 233-6536.
classic Greek view of the prophetic not concerned with who will be
role of the poet in society as an leading this country for the next
DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
interpreter and analyzer of the four years," commented Lessne.
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Students only 15« for the
first line, 10c each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
human condition. He will also
104 a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
illustrate the Grecian sense of "Only through active involvement,
AD.
creativity and imagination, emotion or at least active interest in our
political system can the student
vs. reason and form vs. content.
hope to have any effect on the * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Professor Williams received his leadership of the nation."
B. A. from Trinity and the M.A. and
Ph.D. from Yale University where
At their meeting last Thursday,
Please print your ad clearly
•*
he also taught for several years. Oct. 21, the Young Dems proposed *
Prior to joining Trinity in 1963, he "a variety of plans for the coming
was chairman of the Classics weeks. They will be driving any J
Department at Goucher College.
students who wish to to polls on
He was awarded a Fulbright election day, and will be working at
*
Grant to Trinity College, Dublin, both State and Local Democratic
for a lectureship on Horace, Headquarters. They will also start
Your name:
Catullus and Lucretius and has also a canvassing program among regbeen guest lecturer at Birmingham istered Democrats and unaffiliated
Address:
University, England. His book voters on campus.
reviews and articles on classical
Lessne urges any interested
Telephone:
writers have appeared in many students to attend the next meet*
*
professional journals and news- ing, scheduled for 8:JO p.m. on
Payment
enclosed:
papers.
*
Wednesday, Oct. 27 in the lounge
to TRIPOD, B»x « » , Trlnlly Cftttoge, HarMwtf
between Jackson and .Wheaton. .

Eating Events

!
*
*
*
*

Warm-ups sweat s u it sand; t rS ctt, flats:,

'SHOWCASE

Alex & The Gypsy (R)
: • • • . ' . ' . ' • ' • ' » ' • - ••>••>••••••

.Walt Disney Gnome Mobile (G)

' • • ' • . • •

Ping Pong Table & refrigerator (broken,
bur reparable). Contact Box 1389,
Trinity College.

I

.;:•••!'; Fobttialls. Baskefballs Soccerbairs ; ; ; j

CLASSIFIED COUPON
'

]

>
*

Alice in Wonderland (Adults only) fc
Marathon Man (R)

3

Car Wash (PG)

T R A V E L ! . . . EARN MONEY!
. . . O B T A I N A FREE T R I P - •
Be a Campus Representative foi
New England's largest and highest commission paying agency.
Interested students, write GARBE R TRAVEL, 1406 Beacon
St., Brookline, MA 02146, or
call (617) 734-2100 collect person-to-person to Stuart
Chas.on. Evenings, call
734-6660.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS

$259
LOS ANGELES
SANFRANCISC
Roundtrip from
Hartford. Boston $269
Plus tax & service.

odvontura trove!
233 No. Pleasant St.
Amharst, Mass. 01002

Contact us today.
Seats are limited.
Fnw» Br«xhur«{413) 549-1256

f
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More Sports

Ducks Edged in O.T. by S.C.S.C.
by SnperDuck
In a hookup of two New
England Water Polo powerhouses,
third ranked Southern Connecticut
State College edged out the sixth
ranked Trinity Ducks 15-14, in
overtime. The game was very
exciting but both teams did not
display their full range of abilities
because this game was not a
league-designated game. Previous
to this year, Southern had always
walked over Trinity. This year the
story was different (the Ducks beat
Southern two weeks ago, 14-13).
At the start of the match, the
Ducks sensed that Southern was
out for revenge. However, Trin
came out strong as holeman David
"Macho" Teichmann pummelled
two goals through the nets. Southern responded with three goals of
their own, but Teichmann and Kent
"Moon Em" Reilly sliced through
the goalmouth for a goal apiece.
The quarter ended with the score
knotted up at 4 apiece.
In the second quarter, Southern
pounced upon the Ducks for three
goals for a 7-4 lead. Reilly came
on and split the posts of the goal
two times to close the gap to one
goal. However, Southern scored
again to lead 8-6.
At the start of the 3rd quarter,
Southern picked up a quick score to
lengthen their lead to 9-6. In past
years, the Ducks would have
faltered at this point. But this year,
the team has evolved, with a

never-say-die attitude, to becowe
the Dynamic Ducks. Stellar defensive performances by Jimmy "Tiger Yee" Bradt, Jeff Wagner, Bob
"Dough Boy" Meyer, and Franck
Wobst limited Southern to only
three goals while defending the
shallow end. Goalie Frank "Chastity Belt" Grubelich was spectacular in goal as he didn't let any shots
through. The offense, led by
Teichmann, Reilly, Scotty "Cobra"
MacDonald, and Mike "Big Red"
Hinton jjounced on the S.C.S.C.
goalie. Teichmann and.Reilly pummelled in two barnburning shots to
cut Southern's lead to one goal.
Then, from the corner, MacDonald
took a sweep shot which flew past
the goalie's flailing arms to tie up
the score. "Dough Boy" Meyer
gave Trinity a one goal lead with a
hardfastballwhich went through the
goalie. Southern came back to
tie-up the score with a penalty shot
but the Trin offense began to put
the pressure on again. MacDonald,
on a heads-up play, picked up an
errant pass which landed two feet
in front of the Southern Goalie and punched the shot into the
nets. The score stood tied up at 11
all.
Both defenses dug in during the
4th quarter. Trin's defense of
"Tiger Yee" Bradt, Wagner, Chip
"Oh Woh" Glanville, and Rob
Calgi allowed Southern only two
goals. The potent Duck offense was
halted to only two goals. Many

times Teichmann was denied good Wobst and Teichmann to stop the threw the ball to Reilly. The time
position in the hole. Reilly, the Southern offense, Wings MadDoti; erraantly ticked away. Then, Reilly
strong armed Irishman, made, two aid and Hirton played well trying to and Teichmann were fouled a total
overpowering shots to account for pick apart a solid S.C.S.C. defense. of five times in the process of trying
Trin's only goals of the quarter.
During the second period of to pass the ball to each other.
The score was tied at 13 with thirty overtime, the offenses began to However, in each instance, a
seconds remaining in the game. open up. Southern Conn, picked up Southern defender interfered with
Visions of the game two weeks i two quick goals to lead 15-13. With the free throw, illegal in water-pobefore darted in the minds of all the less than thirty seconds to go, lo, but they weren't ejected for the
players, where Trinity had scored Reilly turned and pummelled a goal mandatory thirty seconds. The
with three seconds remaining to into the nets. After the goal, game supposedly ended when
win 14-13. In the last seconds of Southern Conn, retained posses- Reilly passed the ball to MacDonthis game, neither team was able to of ball with 26 seconds remaining, ald, who was fouled in the process.
get off a strong shot. The game needing only to freeze the ball to The only problem with this was that
went into overtime.
insure a victory. With fifteen a water-polo match cannot end on a
on this
In water-polo overtime, there seconds to go in the game, Goalie penalty. The game ended
3
are two-three minute periods Grubelich threw the ball downfield. anti-climatic note after S A exciting
played where each team changes However, Southern stole the ball periods of play. THE TRINITY
ends between periods. In the first away and blindly threw the ball DUCKS WILL PLAY THEIR LAST
overtime period, both team's of- downfield. The next ten seconds of HOME GAME OF THE SEASON
THIS WEDNESDAY, Oct. 27
fenses were thwarted. Trinity's play proved to be the most ON
AT 7:00 A.M. AGAINST UCONN.
controversial
of
the
year.
Reilly
was
defense of Bradt and Reilly teamed
Be there, Aloha.
up with the Hun connection of fouled at mid-court wjhen Calgi

«s,.

Senior goalie Frank Grabelich. exhibits his constant alertness and agility which has helped the Dncks apset
many rivais this season and given Trinity a sixth place ranking in New England.
photo by Rob Meyer

PIZZA HOUSE

Sophomore defensive back John Flynn displays one of the fine
defensive efforts of the game by tripping op a Colby running back.
The Mules, however, handed the Bantams their first defeat of the
photo b

Season 21-14,

(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE -HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

V Brian Thomas

"Jack and Jilt went down the hill
to say 'hello' to Hy and Li I-at...

« DELICIOUS PIZZA

Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138
The closest package store to Trinity Col leg®!

• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS

There IS m

LSAT-GRE

Phone 247-0234

PREPARATION COURSE
CLASSES STARTING FOR DEC. EXAM

'CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIIZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1831

BUY 4 PIZZAS - A N Y SiZE - GET THE 5fh ONE FREE

Call Toll Free foufsffto .W.Y. Stafej 800 - 221-9840
';*„•• .•»!(«,•(
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Sports
Bants Streak Marred By Mules
by The Chief
"Castles made of sand, fall in
in the sea, eventually!"
Hendrix
As senior linebacker John Brucatto noted ' 'It was all too perfect.''
Colby entered the game 0-4, the
Bantams 4-0. Trinity was coming
off two big wins vs. Williams and
Middlebury while Colby was trying
to salvage its disappointing season, thus, the Bants had everything
to lose while Colby enjoyed their
role as the spoiler. A big parents'
day crowd was on hand at Jessee
Field in expectations of a Bantam
romp. The local Hartford paper
commented that the Bantams only
worry would be where to have their

post game clelebration. Perfect
football weather added to the
setting. However somebody forgot
to tell Colby that they were
supposed to become Trinity's 5th
victim of the 7 6 season.
The 1st Colby play from scrimmage seemed to be. an omen of
things to come when they broke for
a 60 yard run which put the Bants
in poor field position for most of the
1st quarter. With 6 minutes left in
the period a one yard plunge gave
the White Mules a 7-T) lead. The
Bants finally come back with 2:17
left in the 2nd quarter as Sr. Q.B.,
Jojin Gillesple snuck in from the
one.
However, the 2nd half was pure
frustration for Trinity as. a Colby

[27] TrlveUa and [70] Griglnn sacked him one*........

photo by Brian Thomas

T.D. pass early in the 3rd quarter
put the Bantams in a hole once
more, with a 14-7score.Onceagain,
though, the Bants offens'e came on
to tie the game as Soph. Q.B. Mike
Foye, who played brilliantly all
afternoon, connected with Sr,
split-end Tommy Lines for a 10
yard! T.D. toss to make it 14 all
early in the 4th quarter. The play
ended Trinity scoring for the
afternoon but the Mules still
weren't finished.
A 32 yard passplay for a T.D.
iced the game with 4:10 remaining
in the contest. This set the stage for
Trinity's valiant last ditch effort to
keep their undefeated string alive.
Foye again directed the march
hitting Lines 4 straight times as
Trinity moved from its own 28 to
the Colby II. On 4th and 14 from
the Mules' IS Faye dropped back
and found Lines with a minute left.
However, the Colby defenders
ganged up on the split-end and
knocked him out of bounds on the
Colby 6, a frustrating 5 yards short
of the 1st down. The play sank the
hearts of 1,000 loyal fans, 7 hard
working coaches, and most of all 48
bitterly disappointed players whose
dreams of an 8-0 season were
crushed by a fired-up Colby squad.
Post Mortems'The difference in
the game was "the big play;"
Colby managed to convert scoring
chances hitting on 2 key T.D.
passes while Trinity was repeatedly
frustrated at the goal line. Aside
from the 4th quarter drive 2 other

by Sparw&sser
The Trinity Varsity Soccer
Team has finally arrived. Stunning
victories over Bentley and Union in
the last week improved the Bants
record to an impressive 5-2-1.
Highlighting the current four game
undefeated streak, has been the
scoring rampage of Duffy Shea and
Greg Madding.
On Thursday, Trin took on the
Bentley booters and beat them like
a tom-tom, 4-0 for goalie Al
Waugh's first shut-out of the year.
Controlling the ball throughout,
Trinity tallied at 28:30 off a
throw-in from Jeremy Meyer which
Bill Dodge headed to Madding, and
Greg headed it past the Bentley
keeper. Eight minutes later, Zan
Harvey's corner kick was headed in
by Dodge for a 2-0 lead which held
up at half-time.
The second half was a repeat pf
the first with Trin scrapping,
dominating, and scoring twice
more. A beautiful passing attack
and strong defense by McGrath,
Sokolov, Doge, Meyer and Giuseppe Cappasso combined to produce a Duff "Mueller" loose-ball
goal at 4:32. Ten minutes later,
"Adolph" Harvey scrambled for
JOIN
WRTC NEWSCASTERS
Howard Garrel
Mike Tinati
Paul Cameron
Jeff Sands
for complete coverage of the
Trinity vs Coast Guard
Football Game
at
1:30 PM
Sat, Oct. 30th
on
WKTC—FM
89.3
Kadto Trinity
•

\

-

Trinity exploded four minutes
into the second half as Greg
Madding blasted a shot by the
Union goalie with Mark Moore
assisting. Strong pressure, maintained by aggressive mid-field play
of Aaron, Lenny and Klugs, led to a
third goal at 66:09 by Zan Harvey,
unassisted. "Maddog" closed out
the Bantam scoring, assisted by
Moore, with fifteen minutes remaining.
Down 4-1, Union was not
giving up as they scored at 37:24
and 44:04 to send the game down to
the wire. However, fullbacks McGrath, Meyer, Pearsall, and Sokolov ran out the clock with long
clears. Capasso, Hallett, Heppe,
Piezak, and Pizzorni also played
well as key substitutes.
Post-game bus ride jubilation
included wine, women (thank you
Tom Lenahan) and song led by the
Lawrence Welk of Trinity, Duffy
(a-one and-a-two) Shea, and a team
pit-stop on the Mass Pike.
On the agenda for this week will
be the Big Red Machine of U Hart
at West Hartford. The team needs
support so make the ten-minute
drive and bring friends, family and
a case of Heine's to keep you
warm. Auf Wiedersehen.

FALL SPORT SCHEDULE
CHANGES:
Freshman Football
Oct. 29 game vs Western Conn. Women's Field Hockey
caaceUed

Nov. 1 Univ. of New Haven 3:15
HOME

........and 135] UlusM and [86] Grabowski sacked him again, but the
Colby Quarterback still managed to engineer three touchdowns to
capture their first win and give Trinity their first loss of the season
21-14.
potential scoring threats were tions. On the other side of the
stalled. Early in the 2nd quarter a passing attack Tom Lines led al!
71 yard drive to the Colby 9 went receivers with 10 catches for 94
for not while midway through the yards. Sr. fullback Pat Heffeman
3rd quarter a 77 yard drive ended had 5 for 55 while Jr. T.E. Marc
with Colby recovering a fumble at Montini snared 4 for 55. Despite
their own 4.
the loss the Bants had a great day
Head coach Don Miller noted offensively amassing 392 total
after the game that the squad yards with 22 first downs. Colby
should not dwell in the past and had ony 9 first downs and 87 yards
attempt to analyze every mistake. rushing, a tribute to the solid
He advised that the team should Bntam defense.
look to the future, pick up the
Next Saturday, Trinity travels
pieces and fight hard to win the to New London to play Coast Guard
remaining 3 games...Mike Foye's in an effort to rebound from the
stats were most impressive: 23 for Colby loss. Support the team, make
35 passes completed for 238 yards, the trip.
one touchdown and no intercep-

TICKETS

Booters Get Bentley, Use Union
Trin's fourth score and the game
was over.
the referees called the game
very tightly with thirty-eight fouls
being equally distributed, including a red card for Johann "I've
heard better calls in a duck blind"
Meyer. Fine games were played by
midfielders Lenahan, Thomas, and
Kluger while Moore and Heppe
performed creditably on the line.
Saturday, October 23 has to be
the date of the. sweetest Trinity
victory in years as they toppled
Union 4-3 in Schenectady. A
superlative team effort and excellent coaching by Robie Shults
overcame a grassless, slippery field
and a swirling wind.
Union came out strong and
began to dominate play until a
Trinity foul resulted in a penalty
kick, Home team star Garivaltis
sh anked it wide prompting Duffy to
console him. The Bants, proceeded
to turn their caps around and score
on a header by Bill "36 can't
jump" Dodge at 35:56, assisted by
Harvey. Unfortunately, Union tied
at 38:19 when a ball that was going
out of bounds, was held up by a
gust of wind and- dropped in front
of the goal whereupon it was
tapped past an incredulous Al
Waugh.

photo by Brian Thomas

Oct.25gamevsUConn
cancelled

Tickets for the football game at
Coast Guard on Saturday, October
30 are on sale in the Athletic Office
in te Ferns Center at $1.50. Tickets

p u r c h a s e d o n d a y of g a m e at
G u a r d w ,,, b e $ 2 5 0
continue until

Coast

T h e s a , e wil ,

4.30 p . m .
v

on

Friday,

Women Top Brown,
Fall To Wesleyan
by Melissa Lover

Brown University's winning
streak was halted on September 27,
when Trinity's women's tennis
team won the make-up match by
7-2. For this match Claire Rush and
Debbie Meagher took over Susan
Pratt 1 s and Susan Wil cox's posts of
fifth and sixth singles. In these
positions, Rush lost her match in
three sets and Meagher won hers
in two. Second singles player
Wendy Jennings had her first loss
of the season, leaving only Betty
Wallace and Susan Levin (third an'd
fourth singles) still undefeated.
The next day Trinity played

Mount Holyoke, with Trinity's
varsity winning with a final score of
8-1 and the junior varsity losing,
2-3. All the varsity singles players
won their matches in two sets, and
the doubles players (except for the
the third doubles team, who lost)
won theirs in three. The J.V.
competitors lost their matches m
two sets, but doubles partners Beth
T h r a s h e r / J a n i c e Meagher and
Beth Davison/Karyn Webb pulled
out victories in three setters.
Wesleyan was defeated by
Trinity on October 21 by both the
varsity and junior varsity teams.

ATTENTION WOMEN RUNNERS
ATTENTION WOMEN RUNNERS! A women's intramural cross
country meet has been scheduled
for the afternoon of Monday,
Nvember 8. Anyone interested in
competing against other Trinity
girls in a 1.8 mile course is
encouraged to enter. The coaches
of the men's cross country team
have set up two dates on which
interested runners can meet to
discuss the race and to go over the
course. Come, dressed to run, to
the Conference Room in Ferris on
Mon,, Nov. 1 or Thurs., Nov. 4 at 4
PM to find outwhat it's all about.
It is hoped that a good number
of girls from the crew, tennis, and

field hockey teams will participate,
since they should be in good shape,
and their seasons will be over by
November 8.
Williams has a very impressive
women's cross country team; other
small colleges are also forming
teams. If enough women, express
an interest by running in the race, a
girls' cross country team may be a
possibility for the future.
Once again, save the date,
Monday, November 8 at 4:00 PM.
Start running now and plan to
attend the practice sessions the
week before. Address any q u e s '
tions to the coordinator of Women's Intramural Sports, Sue Levin
at 246-9241.

Varsity Football At Coast Guard Sat. Oct. 30, 1:30 p.m-

